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ABSTRACT

This study represents an exploratory analysis o f the manner in
which physicians conceive o f th e ir occupational ro le (s ), using gen
eral practitioners of medicine as a case example.

The research

was predicated on the assumption th a t prevailing unimodal conceptions
of the physician's role in the sociological lite ra tu r e are inadequate
in accounting fo r em pirically evident ambiguities and variations in
role conception among modern physicians.
The role perspective guiding th is research represents an attempt
to integrate s tru c tu ra lly oriented role concepts w ithin a dynamic,
in te ra c tio n is t frame of reference.

This approach regards role

consensus as em pirically problematic and defines the analytic
problem as one o f isolating patterned variations in role conception
and o f exploring sociological factors associated with such variations.
General practitioners were chosen as a case example because of
the problems associated with such an occupational status in an "age
of specialism."

A saturation sample of urban GPs were surveyed via

a mail questionnaire, supplemented by focused interviewing and
p articip an t observation.

Nonparametric s ta tis tic a l techniques were

employed in analyzing the data.
The research focused on the following areas:

degree o f consensus

on role p rio r itie s ; variations in type o f role conception; and the
relatio n between status incongruity, status satisfactio n and role

conception.
I t was found that:

(1) Substantial consensus exists on role

p rio r itie s along tra d itio n a l, "general p rac titio n e r" lin e s ;

(2)

Status congruence is associated with a tendency to define roles in
"nontraditional" ways, and vice versa;

(3)

Status satisfaction

affects the relationship between status congruence and role con
ception, such that a high level o f status satisfaction reinforces
the tendency fo r status incongruent individuals to define th e ir
roles in tra d itio n a l ways and vice versa.
A major implication of the research is th at s tru c tu ra lly
oriented approaches to the study o f occupational roles which em
ploy the assumtions of role consensus and ro le unimodality should be
abandoned in favor of more interactionish-oriented analyses of the
social sources of variation in occupational role conception.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
I.

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of th is study are to:

(1) Isolate key

areas of role consensus/dissensus among physicians, and (2)
Explore the relationship among physicians' role conceptions and
selected sociological factors-namely, status satisfaction and the
congruity/incongruity of occupational status a ttrib u te s .
The study was prompted by several considerations.

Among

these was the author's long-term in te re s t in the conceptual
promise of role theory in sociology-especially as role theory has
been reformulated by such theorists as Gross, et al (1958), Bates
(1956, 1957, 1962,.1968), Turner (1962), and Bertrand (1963, 1968,
1970).

The author has been impressed with the e ffo rts of these

theorists towards conceptually c la rify in g role theory along social
structural lin e s , especially with Turner's recasting of role theory
within a dynamic, in te ra c tio n is t framework.
Another consideration prompting the study was the author's
involvement over several years with the medical profession and
with general practitioners in p a rtic u la r.

One inescapable con

clusion stemming from th is involvement has been that physicians,
and especially general p ra c titio n e rs , exh ib it considerably less
ro le consensus and considerably more status inconsistency and

ambiguity than is commonly conceded by lay observers or social
scien tists.

P a rtic u la rly impressive are the status dilemmas, role

stresses and subsequent role s h iftin g and sorting that are charac
t e r is tic of general practitioners of medicine "in an age of
specialism".
A fin a l consideration prompting the study is related to the
las t-th e inadequacy o f past role-oriented sociological research on
the physician.

With few exceptions, past sociological studies of

the physician have e ith e r:
(1) Focused on the acquisition of the ro le , a la Merton
(1957) and Becker (1961); or
(2) Investigated the physician's role while employing with
l i t t l e or no change the theoretical framework developed by Parsons
some twenty years ago (1951) from the model laid down by Henderson
(1935).
Prime among the d iffic u ltie s associated with Parsons-'
theoretical conception of the physician's role is its attendant
assumption of unimodality - the notion that there exists one
physician's role about which there is a high degree of normative
consensus.

Parsons has e x p lic itly noted that his writings have

". . . d ealt only with a kind of ideal type of the situation" and
not ". . . its very complex internal d iffe ren tiatio n s or the large
fie ld of professional organization" (1951, 473-474).

However, an

inspection of more recent analyses of the physician (See especially
Bloom, 1963, 91-96) reveals that sociological investigation of the

physician's ro le fo r the most part remains a t the highly abstracted
formal level o f analysis pioneered by Parsons.
The purpose of th is research is to te s t the empirical adequacy
of the above assumption and to answer two questions:

what patterns

of role consensus/dissensus ex is t among general practitioners? and
what factors are related to patterns of role conceptions?

More

s p e c ific a lly th is study aims at exploring the e ffe c t of status
congruity/incongruity (degree to which status attributes such as
importance, a u th o rity , prestige, etc. are f e l t to be "in balance"
with one another) upon role consensus (agreement on functional
p rio r itie s ) and ro le conceptions (tr a d itio n a lis tic or n o n -tra d itio n al).
Furthermore, the study w ill explore the e ffe c t of an "intervening"
variable (status stress as manifested in levels of status sa tis 
faction) upon the relationship between status congruity and role
consensus/concepti ons.
B rie fly stated , the conceptual framework underlying this
study leads the researcher to suspect th at perceived status in 
congruities among physicians are s tre s s fu l, affe c t the level of
status s a tis fa c tio n , and lead to a breakdown of role consensus and
a re d e fin itio n (s ) o f role conceptions in a non-traditional manner.
II.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

To Role Theory
I t is anticipated that th is study w ill contribute to role
theory in several ways.

F irs t, i t w ill involve the empirical

application of certain aspects of role theory to the internal
analysis o f a key status-position in modern society-that of the
physician.

As Bates points out (1956, 313), a central problem

associated with tra d itio n a l role theory has been its in a b ility to
cope with the internal dynamics of a social position.

Insofar as

this study illum inates the manner in which a status-related variable
such as congruity-incongruity may a ffe c t role conceptions, a con
trib u tio n may be forthcoming to role theory.
In an in s ig h tfu l paper Bates (1959). has speculated about
the e ffe c t of status congruity-incongruity upon change in occupation
al structures.

Thus, th is study, as i t bears on the phenomenon of

role stress and role change,is compatible with the recent socio
logical statements of need regarding role framework which w ill
allow fo r the more dynamic analysis of roles and role structures
(See Strauss 1963, Turner 1962).
To the Study o f the Physician's Role
One of the more important and popular areas of substantive
focus w ithin the f ie ld of medical sociology has been the "role
of the physician".

A recent bibliography on medical sociology

(P ie r s a ll, 1963) lis t s the impressive number of studies in this
area.

Despite the plethora of research on the physician, Reader

(1963, 6) points out th at one of the more important contributions
which the sociologist has yet to make lie s in studies of ". . .
the various ro le health professionals play, th e ir point of view
about these ro le s , as well as about th e ir opinions as to which

role performance is most e ffe ctive fo r a p articu lar re s u lt".
Several factors may account fo r this fa ilu re of past
research to cumulatively come to grips with dynamically analysing
the physician's ro le .

Among them are:

(1) An u n c ritic al acceptance of the Parsonian unimodal
conception of role alluded to e a r lie r ;
(2) An inordinate emphasis on the acquisition of the
physician role in medical school with its ta c it assumption th a t
l i t t l e or no s ig n ific a n t role change or alteration takes place
subsequent to graduation, and
(3) The im p lic it but pervasive assumption th at the physician'
role is sta b le , more-or-less stress fre e , and characterized by near
perfect normative consensus; such an assumption dangerously ignores
sweeping changes within the health care in s titu tio n and w ithin the
overall society which have an important bearing on the roles of
physicians and of other health-care providers.

I t is an ticip ated ,

then, th at the present study w ill contribute towards the develop
ment o f a more th e o re tic a lly sophisticated and em pirically accurate
view of the physician's role in the modern health care system.
To General Practice
Compared with other occupational status positions w ithin
the medical profession, that of "general practitioner" is suspected
o f being p a rtic u la rly subject to stress, s tra in , c o n flic t, and
ambiguity.

This is so fo r several reasons, prime among them

being the inherent contradiction between the survival of a

fu n ctio n ally d iffu s e , generalized set of occupational roles in an
age characterized by in te n s ifie d occupational specialization.
Over the past several years the author has carried on
extensive f ie ld work with GPs, mainly in connection with the
organization of continuing "refresher" courses.

A persistently

occuring datum has been the extent to which GPs express concern,
dismay and alarm over th e ir present occupational status and future
prospects.

Concurrent with the GP's increasing concern with his

status has been a growing speculation about the potential effects
on health care of a continual "decline of general practice".

Con

sequently the polemics rage over the v ia b ility of the "new" fam ily
medicine as a medical career emerging out of the old "general
practice" but q u a lita tiv e ly d iffe re n t from i t .

Despite the fac t

th at over a dozen new "Programs in Family Medicine" have been
operationalized and "Family Medicine" has been o ffic ia lly sanctioned
as a new "specialty" area, a precise d e fin itio n of the role con
s te lla tio n denoted by the term family medicine has yet to appear.
Thus, i t is anticipated that th is study w ill have some
practical " fa llo u t" insofar as i t may re fle c t on the current level
and potential future acceptance of the concept of "family medicine"
among GPs.

I t should also be helpful to know the extent to which

"Family Medicine" may be interpreted as a response to status-role
stresses and strain s, as contrasted with interpretation of the
concept as a response to a v e rifia b le health care "need(s)".

CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Despite the long in te lle c tu a l history and widespread empirical
u tiliz a tio n o f the role concept, there exists l i t t l e consensus on
its meaning and appropriate a p p lic a b ility in sociological research.
The Biddle and Thomas "Bibliography on Role Theory" (1966, 383-429)
lis ts 1,426 separate references and carries the implication that
role theory is coeterminous with social science.

And y e t, Levinson

notes th at " ...t h e concept o f role remains one o f the most overworked
and underdeveloped in social science" (1959, 170).

Given this

situ atio n , th is chapter attempts to set forth e x p lic itly the concep
tion o f role th at w ill guide the present research.
I.

ROLE THEORY

A major d if f ic u lt y wiht the role concept appears to l i e in
the fa c t th at i t has developed over the years within the context
o f two separate, and often c o n flic tin g , theoretical tra d itio n s --th e
Symbolic In te ra c tio n is t tra d itio n and the Structural-Functional
tra d itio n .
Kuhn (1967, 51) has noted that " .. . r o l e theory is not sharply
distinguishable, i f at a l l , from symbolic interactionism ."

In

stressing the a f f in it y o f role theory and symbolic interactionism,
Kuhn is , o f course, re fe rrin g mainly to the variety o f role theory
employed by such analysts as Sarbin (1954), Rose (1962), Shibutani
(1961), Gross (1958) and s im ila rly oriented social psychologists
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who have been strongly influenced by the school of thought a rtic u la te d
most f u lly by G. H. Mead (1934).

I t should be noted th a t, although

Mead is credited by Blumer (1969) and others as having been perhaps
the major contributor to systematic symbolic interaction theory,
several other sociological pioneers have contributed su b stantially
to th is theoretical approach, including Thomas and Znaniecke (1934)
and Park (1921).
Blumer (1969) has id e n tifie d the key premises o f the symbolic
in te ra c tio n is t approach, and each is d ire c tly applicable to the
dynamic role theory perspective proposed by such current theorists
as Turner (1962), Strauss (1963), and others.
of symbolic interactionism are:

(A)

These key premises

Humans act on the basis o f

the meanings they a ttrib u te to things (including "ro le s");

(B)

Meaning arises in the process o f interaction (the dynamic role
perspective also stresses that roles develop in interaction and are
continuously modified as interaction proceeds);

(c)

The use o f

meaning by the actor occurs through a process of in te rp re ta tio n
("role-players" constantly in te rp re t and re in te rp ret th e ir ro le s ).
The roots of premises such as these are to be found in
concepts such as th at o f "s e lf-in d ic a tio n ", which was developed
many years ago by Mead, and which connotes at base the dynamic
process whereby the individual forms his "self" and his action
w ithin a social context.

In summary, i t might be stressed th a t

what most sharply distinguishes the role approach o f the funct
io n a lis ts from that o f the in teractio n ists is the emphasis o f the

la t t e r upon the social psychological process whereby norms (which
comprise roles) develop and a ffe c t action in a context o f psychic
a lly meaningful interaction .
Employed in the fu n c tio n a lis t tra d itio n , traceable to Durkheim,
Linton and othiers, "role" is essentially anthropological in nature,
d irectin g attention to normative elements in the social structure
which are more-or-less stable, e x p lic it, consistent and constraining
upon the individual actor.

Scant attention is paid to the psychodynami

involved in the way(s) the actor relates to his ro le (s ).

This theo

re tic a l tra d itio n is notable fo r its deemphasis of process.

Rather,

what is attended to is the re la tio n of roles to one another and to
more comprehensive systems as analytical units and the deviance and/or
conformity of actors to th e ir role requirements.
Martindale (1960, 518-521) and Buckley (1967) have highlighted
the sharply contrasting natures o f the functio nalist and symbolic
in te ra c tio n is t approaches to sociological analysis.

For the in te r 

a c tio n is t, role theory is inextricably linked to such paramount social
psychological processes as so cializatio n and to such psychological
variables as the s e lf and the personality.

For the fu n c tio n a lis t,

the prime mission o f the role approach is to account fo r in te r and in tra -c u ltu ra l v a r ia b ility in social behavior; the relation sh ip
of role to individual differences and to "psychological" factors is
of only secondary and indicental importance.
The fa c t that role theory has evolved within such contrasting
sociological perspectives accounts in large part fo r the conceptual
and empirical miasma within which role theory exists today.

C ritic s

of role theory abount, the more important of wich are discussed below.
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The structural-anthropological role theory tra d itio n pioneered
by Linton and carried on by such analysts as Parsons (1954) has been
taken to task as being overly s ta tic , mechanistic, and determ inistic
(See Buckley, 1967, 9-11; Blumer, 1962; Gross, 1958; Strauss, 1963;
Goode, 1960; Bertrand, 1963).

These writers see stress and strain

as endemic to social systems, assume change to be a "normal" process,
and perceive "roles", "statuses", and lik e structural features of
social systems as setting the conditions within which dynamic social
action occurs, rather than as constituting e x tern a l, constraining
( i . e . determining) forces.

Traditional and conventional role theory,

lik e structure-functional ism in general, is characterized as putting
dot much emphasis on such factors as the sources of ro le stress,
s tr a in , and c o n flic t, the manner in which actors "make" or "nego
tia te " roles and resolve role c o n flicts , etc.
In short, this newer ro le perspective emphasizes that social
v»'*'

organization and structure is a dynamic process, i . e . th a t social
systems are unique in th at they originate and are maintained by
morphogenic processes (See Buckley, 1967, 1 5 9 ff),

Morphogenic

social processes are characterized by a certain level o f normative
permissiveness, "normal" tension, re la tiv e ly stable stru ctu re, and
the in s titu tio n a l perpetuation of normative s ta b ilitie s over time
(Bertrand, 1970, 68).
While scientists such as those above have highlighted the
defects in stru ctu rally-o rien ted role theory, several others have
pointed to the deficiencies in purely "psychological" ro le theories

li
(See, fo r example, Gordon, 1966, 2 8 ff; and Bates, 1956).

Psycho

lo g ic a lly oriented role analysts, attuned to the study of variations
in individual behavior, have tended to employ role and status as
a n c illa ry rather than as central concepts.

Role has, more often

than not, been taken as a given rather than as a variable; scant
in te re s t has been shown in ro le , per se, i . e . , in the determinants
of role content and role structure or in non-personal sources of
role variatio n .
P a rticu la rly relevant to the present investigation are the
criticism s leveled at role theory by Gross (1956); Bates, (1956,
1958); Turner (1962); and Bertrand (1970, 6 6 ).

These theorists

have pointed to the theoretical and empirical problems associated
with the assumption th at the maintenance o f social systems requires
actors to exh ib it high levels of agreement on the nature and content
of the normative expectations guiding th e ir respective behaviors.
Gross' school superintendents exhibited considerable
ambiguities, disagreements and variations in th e ir interp retation
of th e ir ro le (s ), leading Gross to conclude (43):
The point we have been tryin g to underscore
is that the degree of consensus associated with
positions is an empirical v a ria b le , whose theoretical
p o s s ib ilitie s u n til recently have remained untapped.
The treatment of consensus as a variab le rather than as a
constant has proved productive in other substantive areas as well
(See Baty, 1968).

The problems associated with the assumption of consensus
have been succinctly stated by Bertrand (1970, 66):
. . . social order can emerge without complete
or perfect agreement as to behavioral expectations.
In other words, students should not assume th at i t is
necessary fo r actors to hold precise, clear definition s
of how to act in a ll situ ation s. All that is needed is
that some level of consensus in behavior is achieved
between actors which allows them to in teract meaning.. fu lly .
This assumption of role consensus has been a p a rtic u la rly
perplexing problem in the sociological study of the physician
and his ro le (s ), and the investigation o f physicians' consensus
about th e ir role(s) constitutes a key focus of this study.
Bates has noted the conceptual confusion which prevails in
role theory and the fa ilu r e of most role analysts to employ con
s is te n tly a sophisticated "structural" framework in th e ir studies of
role and role problems.

With respect to the former d if f ic u lty , i .

e . , conceptual confusion, Bates has articu lated a lo g ic a lly con
sistent set of role concepts with relevance fo r the empirical study
of social behavior.

With respect to the la tte r d iff ic u lty in con

ventional role theory ( i . e . , inadequate structural emphasis),
Bates has consistently developed his theoretical system with em
phasis on stru ctu ral, i . e . , normative variables.

Bates approach

to role theory, although structural in emphasis, is , however,
amenable to use with more dynamic, socio-psychological variables,
as w ill be shown in the present research
demonstrated by Dolan (1963).

and as has already been

T3
F in ally, Turner's conception of role-making (1962) was
developed in response to the need for a more dynamic approach to
role theory.

Central to Turner's thesis is the view o f role-play

ing and role-taking as process, as more than ju s t an extention of
normative or cultural determ inistic theory (fo r an excellent dis
cussion of Turner's point of view, see Buckley, 1967, 146-149).
For Turner "roles" are normative expectations which are constantly
being modified and recreated by actors in the process o f interaction
as a response to s itu a tio n a l, personal and structural contingencies.
Thus, "formal" roles constitute merely the skeleton w ithin which
dynamic roles are constantly being validated and revalidated through
such processes as selective perception, in te rp re ta tio n , etc.
Turner (1962) has highlighted the morphogenetic nature of
role taking and p laying, s h iftin g attention from role "enactment"
to the more dynamic* ro le "creating", "negotiating", "bargaining",
etc.
Such a role perspective stands in sharp contrast to more
conventional, "social s tru c tu ral" approaches which, e x p lic itly or
im p lic itly , follow the Durkheimian tra d itio n of positing d is tin c t,
id e n tifia b le cultural roles which are external to the individual and
exert a constraining (d eterm inistic) e ffe c t on his behavior.

Strauss

(1963) and Goode (1960) share Turner's point of view in emphasizing
in s titu tio n al order as a process rather than as a condition - a
process characterized by culmulative role "bargaining" and role
"negotiation" on the part of actors in changing situations.

In summary, ro le theory as conventionally employed is
characterized by the follow ing d iffic u ltie s :

(1) An exaggeration

of the "external and constraining" influence of roles and of th e ir
s ta b ility over time and consequent neglect o f morphogenetic pro
cesses, structural sources of role s tra in , and the processes where
by actors modify th e ir ro les ; (2) The unquestioned acceptance o f the
assumption of role consensus rather than treating ro le consensus as
em pirically problematic; and (3) Conceptual ambiguity, especially
as regards the lack o f a viable and dynamic set of stru c tu rally
relevant concepts.
The central objective o f the present research is to explore
the theoretical and empirical u t i l i t y of selected ro le-related
concepts which show some promise fo r a lle v ia tin g the above mentioned
d if f ic u ltie s .

More s p e c ific a lly , the present investigation w ill

attempt to isolate an important social structural source of strain
(status incongruity) and to explore the association between th is
source o f strain , the s tra in i t s e l f as manifested in dissatisfaction
with occupational status, and the process whereby roles may be re
defined as a means o f a lle v ia tin g strain and restoring congruity.
General practitioners of medicine have been selected fo r study
because they constitute an occupational group especially subject to
status and role problems and from which much may be learned re la tiv e
to the theoretical problems outlined above.

II.

THE "ROLE" OF THE PHYSICIAN

Most s o c ia l-s c ie n tific study of the physician's role would
seem to f a l l w ithin the following categories:
1.

Writings mainly concerned with the socialization process

whereby the role is in te rn a lize d , in the tra d itio n of the Merton
(1957) and Becker (1961) studies.
2.

Works in the tra d itio n of Henderson (1935) and Parsons

(1951, 433-446) which analyze the physician's role in a highly
abstracted, c u ltu ra lly -o rie n te d manner.
3.

In-depth analyses of selected types of physicians, e .g .,

medical administrators (H a ll, 1959), medical researchers (Aran,
1968), psycho-therapists (Blum, 1968).
4.

Investigations of the social-psychological dynamics of

the doctor-patient relationship or selected aspects thereof: e .g .,
c lie n t control o f practice (Freidson, 1960); rejection by profession
als (Sbhroder, 1968); communication problems, Mechanic, 1961) and
5.

Several analyses which, while noting systematic variations

in the manner in which physicians define and play th e ir healer ro le ,
are mainly programmatic and exhortative in nature, stressing the
u t il i t y of one or another conception of the ro le (Szasz and
Hollender, 1956; Magraw, 1966, pp. 62-83).
No studies with which the author is fa m ilia r have d e ilt
d ire c tly with systematic variations in conceptions of the physician's
role and the social correlates or structural antecedents of this

variation among a large s o c ia lly s ig n ifica n t group of physicians
such as general p ra c titio n e rs ; although Gordon (1966) has u tiliz e d
such an analytic approach in his study of the "sick role" which is
reciprocal to the "healer" ro le .
III.

THE GP'S "DILEMMA"

A key c h a ra c te ris tic of the occupational position of the
tradition al "GP" is the fu n ctio nally diffuse nature o f the roles
which comprise the position (e .g . "friend/confidant o f the fam ily",
"caretaker of a ll fam ily i l l s " , e tc .).

A key ch aracteristic of the

social system w ithin which the GP is implicated ( i . e . , the health
care in s titu tio n ) is the rapid ly diminishing number of positions
within the system characterized by functional diffuseness.

Inten

sive specialization and technological change are hallmarks of the
modern medical age.
Given th is s itu a tio n , the occupational status position of
the "GP" is necessarily subject to acute inconsistencies, and
individuals who occupy th is position are subject to stresses.

GPs;,

experiencing these stresses and inconsistencies with th e ir attendant
insecurity and.frustrations have tended to react in ways well known
to sociologists (See Bertrand, 1970, 1 8 2 ff).
One method through which status inconsistent GPs have tended
to reduce th e ir occupational tensions is through induced change hence the enthusiasm among many fo r the Family Medicine movement.
This "movement" represents a concerted e ffo rt to reap the rewards

of specialization by redefining the GP's role functions along more
specific lin es.

This approach essen tially involves an attempt to

alle v ia te stress and inconsistency by changing normative elements
within the social system which are presumed to promote the incon
sistency.
Another v a rie ty of reaction to status inconsistency among
GPs has been individual improvement - hence the preoccupation among
GPs with "continuing education" and the considerable pride GPs take
in being the only physician-group with systematic continuing educa
tion requirements.
A fin a l reaction to status inconsistency is withdrawal - and
this is an option increasing numbers of GPs are taking.

Witness

the growing number o f GPs e ith er: returning to school fo r specialty
tra in in g , devoting more and more time to salaried positions ( e .g .,
"industrial" m edicine), seeking elective p o litic a l positions, r e t i r 
ing "early", etc.
In summary, the above consideration suggest that (1) The
functionally d iffu se status-position of "GP" within a specialtyoriented social system is characterized by considerable stress and
inconsistency, (2) Several means of a lle v ia tin g stress are possible
including calculated change in normative elements comprising the
position, and (3) Theoretically this means th at a position related
variable (inconsistency) may be a useful predictor of change in role
related variable (functional diffuseness).
Controversy abounds about the present and future status of

the general practice of medicine in an "age o f specialism" (Somers,
1961; Hunt, 1964; Ingegno, 1967, WHO Committee, 1963; F re lic k , 1967;
Mechanic, 1968, 349ff; Markovits, 1968; Mathewson, 1968).

Con

ceptions of the GP's role are indeed marked by d iv e rs ity and heated
debate.

In addition to those who continue to define the GP's role

in a more-or-less tra d itio n a l manner (internal m edicine/office
psychiatry/minor surgery/normal OB-GYN) increasing trends may be
noted to redefine the GP as a "primary" physician, "family"
physician, "comprehensive" physician, and "physician o f f i r s t contact".

All of these terms imply subtle variations in conception

of the GP's healer role and variations in the conceptual model which
serves to orient the physician ideologically to health and illn e s s
(See Magraw, 1966; Walton and Hope, 1966; Armor, 1968).
I t is the contention of the proposer o f the present research
th a t such variations in role conception cannot be understood solely
w ithin the context of the highly abstracted dyadic "doctor/patient"
relation sh ip which so often occupies the socio log ist's conceptual
atten tio n (see fo r example; Bloom, 1963, 58-63; and Wilson, 1963).
The w rite r's "role" frame of reference suggests th at a t le a s t two
major and related variables influence the GP's ro le conception(s):
(1) The social-structural context within which his position is imp lica ted --es p e cially the extent to which his status is characterized
by "incongruity"; (2) The resultant status s tre s s /s tra in which he
experiences and which prompt role re d e fin itio n .

The Continuing Education of Physicians
Over the past two years, the w rite r has served as social
scientist-consultant to a medical school Division o f Continuing
Education fo r Physicians, especially general p rac titio n e rs .

One

of the major problems he has encountered is ascertaining general
p ractitio n ers' educational needs and in planning to meet these
needs has been related to the prevailing provincial perspectives
among the social s c ie n tis ts , medical educators and administrators
in the f ie ld .

While operating under the influence of unimodal

assumptions about the ro le(s ) of GPs and various types o f medical
s p e cialists, they have customarily attempted to construct elaborate
surveys aimed at e lic itin g from physicians e x p lic it statements of
th e ir f e l t educational content needs.

Medical educators and

administrators, lik e sociologists, have tended to assume that a ll
physicians play the same constellation o f ro le s , and th at the
important differences are related to variations in educational
preparation to play these roles.

And they have been surprised

(and flustered) when the survey results indicated extreme v a r ia b ility
in expressed educational content needs, even w ithin supposedly
homogenous role categories (e .g ., "GP", " In te r n is t" , e t c .).
The research proposed here is intended to provide a more
adequate conceptual framework for answering Dr. George M ille r's
provocative question: "Continuing Medical Education fo r What?"
(M ille r , 1967).

I t is anticipated that the research w ill highlight

the need fo r a "role" approach to the study o f continuing medical

education fo r physicians which might supplement the tra d itio n a l
"content" approach to the problem.
The analytic conclusions of the proposed study with respect
to ro le conceptions and correlates among GPs may also be useful
to those interested in devising a social technology fo r restructur
ing the GP's role along various lin es ( e .g ., the Academy of General
P ractice)—although i t is somewhat beyond the province of the
sociologist to d irec tly contribute to the development of such a
technology, qua sociologist, since profound and subtle value judg
ments are involved (e .g ., about the d e s ira b ility of a more "human"
approach to medicine among physicians).
IV.

ROLE FRAMEWORK AND EXPLORATORY HYPOTHESES
GlMDING TNI PRESENT RESEARCH

The conceptualization which follows is basically that worked
out by Bates (1968).

According to Bates' framework, the smallest

actor-related unit of social structure is the norm or behavioral
expectation.

A cluster o f norms organized around the performance

of some function on the part o f one actor toward others is a ro le .
Sets of roles played by the same actor in a single group are
positions.

And, fin a lly , that set of position occupied by an actor

within any one structural sphere ( e .g ., occupational, re lig io u s ,
kinship) is his status.
Applied to the present problem, th is framework suggests that
the term "GP" denotes an occupational status-position.

That is ,

being a "GP" presupposes the individual doctor's particip atio n in

several groups within th at overall structural e n tity which is the
modern health in s titu tio n .

In the "p atien t-p ractition er" group,

the position of "practitioner" contains numerous roles - one fo r
each d is tin c t system of norms, such as the "technical healer" ro le ,
the health "educator" ro le , the "family councilor" ro le , the "personal
friend" ro le , the "health care coordinator" ro le , etc.
The p ra c titio n e r-p a tie n t relationship may be termed an
"exchange-interstitial" group (Bates, 1966).

I t is an exchange

in t e r s titia l group because i t stands between two groups (fam ily
and medical profession) and has the function of affecting a transfer
or exchange of fMfctiiOh or goods or services from one group to the
other.

The physician provides health care and receives remuneration

and the patient receives health care and provide remuneration.
The p ra c titio n e r-p a tie n t relationship is , furthermore, a
conjunctive relation sh ip.

Such relationships ex ist when a large

number of groups ( i . e . , fam ilies) receive some needed function
(health care) from a small number of groups or a single group
(medical profession).

Exchange in t e r s tit ia l groups lik e that of

the p ra c titio n e r-p a tie n t are furthermore characterized by the fa c t
th at one of the positions ("doctor") is always occupied by the same
actor whereas the actor occupying the other position (p atien t)
changes.
The primary issue at stake in the controversy over "family
medicine" is whether or not the tra d itio n a lly diffuse status of
"GP" can be viably transformed into a more functionally specific

status such as is denoted by the term "family doctor".

In s titu 

tio n a liz a tio n o f the new status would involve the abandonment or
deemphasis of such functionally diffuse roles within the p rac titio n e r
position as "treato r of m ajority of illnesses in the family" and
"caretaker of to ta l health of patient" in favor of more functionally
specific roles such as "coordinator of care", "early diagnostician",
"educator of p atien ts", etc.
In addition to his p ractitio n er position viz a viz patien ts,
the GP's status involves him in interaction with numerous other
position-occupants in a variety of other group settings.

The

position of "colleague" comprises several roles played viz a viz
other physicians.

The position of "medical p o litic ia n " carries

with i t numerous sets of normative expectations re: government
o f f ic ia ls , medical educators, etc.

And the position of "hospital

s ta ff member" comprises a variety of roles re: hospital-adminis
tra to rs , nurses, technicians, etc.
By d e fin itio n (Bertrand, 1968), a ll those roles and norms
which are dedicated to a single societal function comprise a
"social in s titu tio n " .

Thus, is the present case, those roles

(and only those roles) within the physician's complex of positions
which are dedicated to the satisfaction of society's functional
needs related to health care comprise part o f the "health-care"
in s titu tio n .

S im ilarly those roles (and only those roles) w ithin

the positions of nurse, p&tient, hospital adm inistrator, etc.
which center around performance o f the health care function also
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comprise part of the health care in s titu tio n .

I t is stressed th at

"only those roles" w ithin the above mentioned positions which pertain
to health care comprise the health care in s titu tio n because i t is
important to recognize th at many roles w ithin such positions as
"medical p o litic ia n " , "hospital adm inistrator", "medical educator",
etc. are directed more towards economic functions (e .g ., elevating
the income level of the physician's occupational group) or to
p o litic a l functions (preserving a group's power and/or authority)
than to health care functions.
The foregoing abbreviated outline of the many and diverse
positions occupied and roles played by physicians within the health
care in s titu tio n highlights the potential fo r role va ria tio n , stress
and strain w ithin health care structures.

When one considers the

rapidly expanding number of occupational statuses occasioned by in 
tensive and extensive sp e cializatio n , the potential fo r structural
v a ria tio n (s ), ro le stress and strain becomes even more evident.
Given such a state of a ffa ir s , any analysis of the physician
and his ro le (s ) guided by a role theory framework in the Parsonian
tra d itio n would appear f u t i l e .

Parsons': exposition of the physicians'

"ro le", on closer analysis, appears extremely s ta tic and s im p lis tic .
When Parsons speaks of the "physician's" ro le , he is re a lly re ferrin g
to only selected aspects of one position the physician occupies that of p ra c titio n e r.

More importantly, Parson's assumption th at

a ll (or even most) physicians would agree on the normative expecta
tions comprising th e ir "ro le (s)" becomes ludicrous to anyone fa m ilia r

with the modern medical profession.
The observer of the modern medical profession cannot help
but be impressed with the great variation in the manner in which
modern physicians of various types (sp ec ialtie s, GPs, medical
educators, e tc .) define th e ir ro le (s ).

Parsons* framework, while

perhaps adequate fo r purposes of gross, cross-cultural analysis,
does not allow one to account fo r such variation - unless to label
i t as "deviant" or to explain variation in terms of personality
attrib u tes of the individual doctor.
Bates (1959) has developed several ideas which show promise
in terms of th e o re tic a lly accounting for variations in role conception.
Prime among these is the notion of the "congruity and incongruity"
of status attrib u tes within occupations.

"Status congruity"

esse n tia lly denotes a balance among the following status a ttrib u te s :
rewards, prestige, au th o rity , and functional importance.

All

statuses vary along the aforementioned dimensions, and individual
statuses may be distinguished in terms of whether these a ttrib u te s
are "in balance" with one another (congruity) or out of balance
(incongruity).
Status incongruity is conceptualized as a state of mal
adjustment within the social structure d iffe re n t from th at o rd in a rily
treated in the lite ra tu r e of sociology (role c o n flic t).

Status in 

congruity is an inconsistency in the non-behavioral status attrib u tes
of a position while role theory is an inconsistency in the behavioral
or normative aspects of a position.

Such incongruity is postulated
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to be a by product o f, among other factors, occupational special
iz a tio n .

The consequences of incongruity are tensions and stresses

w ithin actors occupying incongruous positions or co n flicts among
actors occupying d iffe re n t positions.
Close inspection of Bates' artic u la tio n of the concept of
status incongruity in relatio n to occupational change/specializa
tion and in relatio n to sources of role tension suggests a promising
avenue of research into variations in role conception and the sources
o f such va ria tio n .
Applied to the present problem, the preceding considerations
point to "general practitio ner" an especially incongruous occupation
al status.

The following conditions are considered to be productive

of incongruity, and each is pertinent to the situation w ithin which
general practice exists today:
(1) Progressively lim ited opportunity to "s e ll" one's
occupational services.

Although "GPs" suffer from no shortage

of p atien ts, the milieu in which GPs practice becomes more and
more lim ited to "solo", "private" practice as hospitals r e s tr ic t
p riv ile g e , sp ecialists band together in groups with other s p e c ia lis t,
etc.
(2) Scarcity of q u alified personnel.

A plethora of lite ra tu r e

exists re la tiv e to the declining number of physicians entering general
practice and the increasing need fo r GPs.

Such a scarcity of potential

status occupants may be expected to increase the f e l t functional
importance of the status, while other status attrib u tes (p res tig e ,

authority) remain at a constant level.
(3) The formation of status-improvement associations is
in d icative of status insecurity*-- the creation of such e n titie s
as "specialty boards" fo r fam ily medicine and a society of teachers
of fam ily medicine, and the increasingly vocal campaigning fo r
fam ily medicine.

The Academy o f Family Medicine (newly changed

from the Academy o f General Practice) a tte s t to the organizational
pressure being brought to bear to improve the GPs fa lte rin g status.
And, f in a lly , (4) Change i t s e lf , technological and organiza
tio n a l, is conducive to the production of status incongruity.

The

contemporary health care in s titu tio n is especially characterized
by such changes: intensive occupational specialization among
providers of health care; rapid technological development; modi
fic a tio n in the organization of health care delivery systems (e .g .,
p ro life ra tio n of group practices, large scale c lin ic s ); and changes
in the financing and economics of health care (national health
insurance, prepayment plans) - a ll of these factors have been
productive of status incongruity in the perennial "general p ra c ti
tioner" in an "age of sp ecialization".
Given these conditions productive of status incongruity,
what are the consequences of such incongruity?

For purposes of the

present research, stress and attempts to relieve stress and restore
congruity may be said to be the major consequences.

The "stress"

is prim arily occasioned by the re la tiv e deprivation experienced by
the actor as he compares his status attributes with those o f members
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of his reference group.

For general p ra c titio n e rs , the comparison

with th e ir physician colleagues - the more numerous, prestigous and
au th oritative specialists - inevitably results in feelings of re la tiv e
deprivation, dissatisfaction and incongruity.
Assuming that actors are motivated to re lie v e stress and
restore congruity, GPs may be expected to do so by emulating the
more successful sp e c ia lis t members o f th e ir reference group and
redefining th e ir status in more functionally specific ways.

Our

theoretical framework suggests that GPs experiencing status in 
congruity w ill experience more stress and w ill be prompted to re
define th e ir ro le(s ) in n o n -tra d itio n al, more functio nally specific
ways.
In summary form, the roJe conceptual framework and exploratory
hypotheses guiding this research may be stated as follows:
As role specialization progresses w ithin a social system,
occupants of status-positions containing fu nctionally diffuse roles
experience status incongruity.

Status rewards (a u th o rity , prestige,

accorded importance) are related to role diffuseness in th at diffuse
roles are e ith e r d if f ic u lt to reward systematically or go unrewarded
in systems which value functionally specific ro les.

Hence status

incongruity, being more in evidence among status occupants playing
diffuse ro les , exerts: (1) Status stress in the form o f status
dissatisfaction and (2) A pressure fo r role-reconceptualization along
functio nally specific lines to re lie ve stress and restore status
congruity.

CHAPTER III
THE RESEARCH DESIGN
Aims
The aims of this investigation were (1) Ascertain the degree
of consensus among medical p ractitio n ers as to th e ir role functions,
thereby examining the v a lid ity o f ParsonS:' unimodal conception of
the physician's ro le , and (2) Examine variations in role conception(s)
and the relationship of such variations to two status related v a riables-status incongruity and status sa tisfac tio n .
The primary data gathering instrument was a mail question
n aire , however, the questionnaire was pretested and, a d d itio n a lly ,
over two years of in te rm itten t p artic ip an t observation, focused
interviewing and usage of "key informants" preceded the development
of the present research design. Informants are lis te d on page 33.
Biography of the Research Project
Lipset (1964, 96-120) and others have pointed to the d esir
a b ility of an author's reporting how his conceptualization of a
problem and his methodological approach evolved, so as to place his
study in proper context.

This section b r ie fly outlines the con

tingencies which led up to the present research.
Several years ago, the author was invited to undertake
"evaluative research" in connection with an ongoing medical school
program aimed at keeping practicing physicians (especially General
Practitioners) abreast of the la te s t developments in modern medicine.
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Program a c tiv itie s included p rim arily in te rm itten t "refresher"
courses and 2-3 day symposia.

Records of attendance were kept and

medical school administrators were interested in gathering data
concerning the personal and socio-demographic correlates o f p a r ti
cipating in these "continuing education" a c tiv itie s .

In addition,

as a sociologist, the author was presumed to have some s k ill along
the lines of questionnaire construction which would> be useful in
conducting "interest surveys" to determine practitioners' f e l t needs
re la tiv e to one or another educational content area ( e .g ., p ediatrics,
o b stetrics, office psychiatry) etc.
In performing the above functions, the author gradually
became immersed in the "subculture" th at is the medical profession
in Louisiana.

Periodic f ie ld trip s were made to ten (10) communities

of varying size, scattered throughout the state.

In the course of

these fie ld trip s , a sm all, selected group (usually 6-10) of physi
cians in each community were subjected to focused interviewing
re la tiv e to: personal and professional background; professional
a c tiv itie s (especially educational); key "problems" associated
with respective practices; and general attitudes towards other
practicing physicians and medical educators.

Most of the subjects

were physicians engaged in the practice of more-or-less general
medicine, although many of these "GPs" e ith e r excluded certain
areas (e .g ., obstetrics) or expressed special proficiency in some
area ( e .g ., o ffic e psychiatry).
Contact with many of these subjects, as well as others, was
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maintained by the author's attendance at lo c a l, regional and national
meetings of various medical groups (Academy of General Practice,
local and state Medicine Societies, American Medical Association,
e t c .).
Gradually the author came to serve in various capacities with
the Louisiana Regional Medical Program and these a c tiv itie s occasioned
fu rth e r interpersonal contact with medical p rac titio n e rs , medical
educators, and physician-administrators throughout the state.
Throughout this period, the author collected observations
and began to systematically d ire c t his attention to two general
areas of focus: (1) The GP's conception of his past, present and
future role(s) within the health care system; (2) Social relations
among GPs, and between GPs and specialists/m edical educators/
patients.

A continuing liason was maintained with selected key

informants aimed at checking the r e lia b ilit y and v a lid ity of ob
servations and at fu rth er delim iting the research problem.
Several ten tative conclusions began to emerge from this phase
of the research: (1) Problems related to the "continuing medical
education of physicians" could not be a r t i f i c i a l l y separated from
problems related to status-and-role related functioning.

(2) Con

tra ry to what is implied in the Parsonian conception of the physi
cian's ro le , medical practitio ners (and especially "GPs") exh ib it
considerably less than substantial role-consensus and considerably
more than occasional role stress, s tra in , and c o n flic t.

As noted in

the previous Chapter, "role problems" appeared especially acute

among urban GPs whose practice m ilieu is characterized by a large
number of specialists and by health-care delivery problems d iffe re n t
from those ch aracteristic of a more rural practice milieu (see
Baty, e t. a l , 1970).
Simultaneous with the author's growing dissatisfaction with
the capacity of tra d itio n a l theoretical frameworks to handle such a
state o f a ffa irs was a deepening appreciation of the issues involved
in the "Family Medicine Movement".

The Family Medicine Movement

essen tially represents an e ffo r t on the part of certain GPs,
specialists and medical educators to redefine the GP's status and
functions w ithin the health care system and to develop Family
Medicine into a legitim ate "specialty".

Advocates of "Family

Medicine" are vociferous in declaring th at the GP as tra d itio n a lly
defined is obsolete in an age of specialism.

I t is claimed th at the

GP must of necessity give up his claims to d ire c tly treating most
family illnesses and a ll of the illnesses of an individual p atien t.
Instead, the GP must d elim it his role functions to such a c tiv itie s
as early screening, taking resp o nsib ility fo r assuring th at care is
coordinated and comprehensive by "steering" the patient through the
complete health care system, and acquiring such s o c ia l-s c ie n tific
s k ills as are necessary to appreciating the impact of the fam ily
on illn es s and vice versa.
Although over a dozen Family Medicine Programs are in
operation across the country and although Family Medicine is now
o f f ic ia lly recognized as an additional specialty by the AMA, con

sensus about and acceptance o f the "family doctor" as an e n tity
d is tin c t from the tra d itio n a l GP is fa r from substantial.

Thus,

concurrent with the author's appreciation of the status and role
problems o f GPs came an appreciation of the d iffic u ltie s involved
in redefining a professional ro le(s ) in nontraditional ways.
In summary, this phase of the research lead to a decision to
em pirically explore, via a structured questionnaire (1) Areas o f
role consensus/dissensus among urban GPs, and (2) the relationship
o f variations in role conception along the trad itio n al (GP)- non
tra d itio n a l ("fam ily doctor") dimension to two status related
factors-notably status congruity and status satisfaction.
The Questionnaire
The data upon which the present study is based were secured
via a mailed questionnaire to a ll known GPs practicing in the metro
politan New Orleans area (Orleans and Jefferson Parishes).

Total

inclusion, i . e ., "saturation" sampling (See Denzin, 1970, 83)
rather than random p ro bability sampling was employed since mailed
instruments c h a ra c te ris tic a lly y ie ld low return rates.

However,

implementation of the questionnaire followed closely the suggestions
proferred by p rio r investigators who were successful in obtaining an
impressively high response rate to a mail questionnaire d istribu ted
to health professionals (See Linsky, 1967).
The questionnaire was pretested among 10 GPs practicing in
the two largest metropolitan areas outside of New Orleans,

I t was

sent out tw ice, four weeks apart and two weeks a fte r the second
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m ailing, personal phone calls were made to each non-respondent urging
return of the completed instrument.

The accompanying cover le t t e r

was on medical school stationery and was endorsed by: The Dean of
the Medical School, the Executive Secretary of the State Medical
Association, the Presidents of the Academy o f General Practice
(local and state) and the Head of the Continuing Education Division
of the Medical School. These were also the author's "key informants."
The questionnaire covered major areas believed to be related
to physicians' role conceptions and the correlates of these conceptions.
Content of each question was governed by previous conceptualization
of the GP's status-and-role-related problems and by the results o f
the p re -te s t.

The following is a b r ie f outline of the areas covered

in the questionnaire.
1.

Personal and Professional Characteristics, Mechanic (1970)

has pointed to the f u t i l i t y of searching for correlations between
physicians' gross background characteristics and s ig n ific a n t socio
logical variables.

More often than not, such a "fishing expedition"

represents sheer theoretical empiricism and yields l i t t l e explanatory
information in terms of the time and e ffo rt involved.

However,

since the present study concentrated on a very delimited universe
of inquiry (urban GPs) and since fu rth e r studies of a comparative
nature are planned, the collection o f certain background data on
respondents> was thought useful to place the data in context and to
f a c ilit a t e fu rth e r research.
This section of the questionnaire was comprised o f a series
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of questions related to: age, length of time in p ractice, type of
practice, form o f practice, satisfactio n (s) with p ractice, number of
patients, percentage of time spent in d ire c t patient-care a c tiv itie s ,
hospital a f f i l i a t i o n ( s ) , etc.
2.

Expressed feelings of satisfactio n with various aspects

of medical practice.

The respondent was asked to in d ica te , L ik e rt-

S tyle, ("Very Satisfied" thru "Not S a tis fie d ") how s a tis fie d he was
with such things as the opportunity to "re a lly help people", "con
trib u te to knowledge", "make f a ir ly certain decisions", "be accorded
prestige by colleagues", "make money", etc.
3.

Estimation of the re la tiv e re la tio n among the status

attrib u tes which contribute to status congruity/incongruity.
Respondents were asked to estimate the functional importance of
General Family Practice in terms of the projected impact on patient
care of a "continued decline" of GP ("no e ffe c t" , "improved care",
"diminished care").

S im ilarly, the respondent's estimate of the

professional authority of the GP was e lic ite d by requiring him to
compare the confidence in his decision displayed by patients and by
medical sp e cialists.

Lastly an estimate of the respondent's f e l t

prestige in the eyes of patients and sp ecialists was arrived at by
requiring him to indicate whether he f e l t the GP had a "great deal",
"some", " l i t t l e " , or "no" prestige, compared to sp ecialists.
Composite reactions to these items yielded a measure of status
congruity (much functional importance, a u th o rity , and prestige) and
incongruity (a favorable estimation of e ith e r importance/authority
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and/or prestige with an attendant unfavorable estimation
of rank on one or two of these indices).
4.

The final section of the questionnaire re

quired the respondent to rank "in terms of felt importance"
fourteen (14) discreet role-functions frequently attributed
toLgeneral/family doctors in the medical and sociological
literature.

Examples of such functions attributed to

general/family practitioners include:
Being people oriented and providing personalized
care
Evaluating the patient's total health needs
Insuring the continuity of care received
Caring for the majority of family illnesses
Making medical care readily accessible and
available
Acquiring a sensitivity to the patient's family
situation
Insuring that medical care is coordinated
Providing medical care at reasonable costs
Detecting departures from normality early
(i.e., screening)
Providing preventive, supportive and rehabilitative
care
Working well with consultants and other resources
Acquiring a sensitivity to the impact of illness
on the family
Educating patients in health care matters
Elucidating undifferentiated clinical syndromes
(i.e., Being skillful at difficult diagnoses)
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Respondents' rankings of these role-functions
yielded two measures:
(1)

A measure of role-ranking consensus, in terms

of significance of statistical association among rankings?
and (2)

A measure of how "Traditional-Nontraditional"

a respondent was in terms of his role conceptions— those
respondents who ranked "high” roles which comprised function
ally diffuse activities were classified as "traditional".
Examples of such functionally diffuse role activities include
"treating all illnesses of the patient"..."treating the
majority of illnesses in the family"..."being people
oriented and providing personalized medical care" and so
on.

Those respondents who ranked "high" more specific

role-functions were classified in the "nontraditional"
category— for example,

"insuring coordination of care"...

educating patients".
The Sample
The data for the present study were secured
from the questionnaire responses of 76 GPs actively
practicing in the New Orleans Area

(Orleans and Jeff

erson Parishes) who returned usable data.

The total

number of GPs actively practicing in N.O. as recorded
by the L.S.U. Medical Center and the Louisiana Medical
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Examiners is 132 indicating a 59% response rate to the questionnaire
and fo llo w -u p (s ).

Thus* respondents, providing the data fo r the

present study comprise a 59% th eo retic ally chosen, "saturation"
sample of the to ta l universe of GPs in the metropolitan New Orleans
area.

The sample was chosen on the basis of theo retical rather than

s ta tis tic a l c r ite r ia .

Urban, and especially New Orleans area GPs

see themselves and are seen by others as manifesting status and role
problems d iffe re n t from or more acute then other Louisiana physicians
and perhaps more sim ilar to other "b ig -c ity GPs" then to th e ir
Louisiana physician colleagues.

No claim is made fo r the sample's

representativeness in re la tio n to a ll GPs and/or a ll physicians in
Louisiana.

Therefore, generalization of conclusions to any larger

population is hazardous.
However, Denzin (1970, 81-98) and others (especially P h illip s ,
1966, 263pp and Eysenck, 1953) have made a case fo r the u tiliz a tio n
o f non-probability, non-representative samples in social research,
especially research of the exploratory, hypothesis generating variety
which takes place in the "context of discovery" (P h illip s , 1966, 56).
Gordon (1966, 4 7 ), in his study of variations in the "sick role" ad
heres to the position th at ". . .even when a sample is to ta lly non
representative, the patterns of relationships may remain valid and
can be extended to groups other than that represented by the sample".
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Included in this chapter are:

( I ) A descriptive outline

of selected personal and professional characteristics of the
physicians in the study population;

(II)

A descriptive analysis

of respondents' scores on the indices o f status congruence, status
satisfaction and role coneeption, including an analysis of the
nature and degree of consensus on role p r io r itie s ;

(III)

A series

of b ivariate analyses of the associations among the three major
variables, considered two at a time;

and (IV ) A m ultivariate

analysis of the relationship among the three variables.
I.

SOME RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

A review of respondents' answers to those questionnaire
items which deal w'ith personal and professional characteristics
and of additional socio-demographic data on the respondents gleaned
from the 1970 Pi rectory of the American Medical Association yields
the following descriptive picture o f physicians in the sample.

A

more detailed summary of these data appears in the Tables of Appendix I I .
These data were not employed in the analysis since the
theoretical framework which guided the research yielded no hypotheses
concerning the association(s) among gross sociodemographic characteristics
and any of the three major variables.

Nor were these data collected

fo r the purpose of assessing the representativeness o f the sample, since
the population parameters on a ll such sociodemographic factors were
unavailable.

Rather, the data were collected and are provided here for
the purpose of generally orienting the reader to the background and
characteristics o f physicians in the sample and fo r the purpose of
anticipated comparative research in the future (e .g ., among rural
general p ractitio n ers).
1.

Age:

Most of these respondents are in mid-career, th e ir

median age being 52 and the median number of years in active, f u l l 
time practice being 22.

Extrapolating from these data, we may spec

ulate that many began th e ir careers at a re la tiv e ly la te age—30.
Since no long residency is required of general p rac titio n e rs , i t is
lik e ly that they e ith e r entered medical school la te (about age 25),
had th e ir professional education interrupted (perhaps by WWII), or
took longer than the usual amount o f time to complete medical school.
The author's personal knowledge o f several of the respondents suggests
that many may have completed medical school subsequent to m ilita ry
service, perhaps on the "GI B ill" and that many may not have embarked
on medical careers except fo r the GI B i l l.

(Data to be presented

la te r on the re la tiv e ly modest social class background o f the res
pondents lends some credence to th is in te rp re ta tio n ).

S im ilarly, the

p o s s ib ility remains that many may not have been able to afford the
fin ancial costs and delayed g ra tific a tio n involved in protracted
residency training and, th ere fo re, may not have "chosen" general
practice as such.
2.

Medical Education:

An overwhelming percentage (80%, N = 61)

received th e ir medical education at one o f Louisiana's two medical
schools (Louisiana State University or Tulane U niversity).
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3- Type of p rac tice:

Most tend to id e n tify themselves as

"general practitioners" (*9756, N=74) rather than as "family doctors"
( 'i3%s N=2).

A sig n ifica n t number of these "GPs" do, however, id e n tify

at least one specialty in te re st or concentration (46%, N=34).
ten tative conclusions spring from these data:

Two

(1) The concept of

"family doctor" is eith er unclear or unappealing to most of the
respondents, and/or (2)

the impressive number id entifyin g a

specialty in te re s t suggests that these physicians may be gravitating
towards a "specializing generalist" occupational status, as one
observer terms i t (Mathewson, 1968), rather than in the direction
of so-called "family" medicine.
4.

Feelings about Type of Practice:

Less than h a lf

(47%, N=36) indicate that GP "is the only type o f practice that
could re a lly sa tis fy me", while 33% (N=25) id e n tify GP as "only
one o f several satisfying types of practice", and a s ig n ific a n t
dis
number (20%, N=15) express/satisfaction with GP or would prefer
another type o f practice.

Thus, level of satisfaction with GP

as revealed by this questionnaire item is not very high.
5.

Form of Practice:

The traditionalmodel o f individual

"solo" practice is engaged in by most of the respondents (76%,
N=58), while a minority (24%, N=18) practice in some forms of
association with other physicians (usually a small number of
other GPs).
6.

Feelings about Form of Practice:

While most of these

physicians practice "solo", a m ajority (57%, N=43) indicate that
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th is FOP is "not the most satisfying form o f p ractice", and many
express a preference fo r the conveniences associated with one or
another form of "group" practice.Almost one-third (32%, N=24) in 
dicate that they are presently or may in the future consider leaving
th e ir current form of practice.
7.

D istribution of Professional Time and E ffo r t:

In an age

when many private practitioners as well as other physicians complain
of the growing proportion of th e ir time which must be devoted to
a c tiv itie s other than d irec t patient care ( e .g ., ad m in istrative), i t
is surprising to note th at the average (mean) percentage of time these
GPs indicate as directing to patient care is 91%.

Since many phy

sicians quite vocally deplore the increasing adm inistrative/
governmental "red tape" which they feel diminishes the amount of
time and energy they can spend in patient care, while these data
indicate th at such a high percentage of time U d ire c tly related
to patient care a c tiv itie s , two interpretations of th is apparent
paradox are suggested:

(1) As GPs , these respondents do spend

a higher percentage of th e ir time caring fo r patients d ire c tly than
do th e ir sp e c ia lis t colleagues, or (2) Physicians' claims of the
encroachment of administrative a c tiv itie s on patient care are
somewhat exaggerated.

The w rite r leans toward the la t t e r in te r 

pretation.
8.

Hours Worked and Patients Seen:

Most of these phy

sicians work re la tiv e ly long hours—70%(N=53) work more than 50
hours/week and 29%(N=22)work more than 60 hours/week.

They have

an impressive patient load (median number of patients seen per week
is 205, or approximately 34 per day in a six-day week).

One res-
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pondent claimed to have seen 637 patients during the previous week !
A very small number of these patients are, however, seen in the
p a tie n t's home (median number of housecalls per week
th at

the tra d itio n a l housecall is rapidly becoming a thing of
9.

have

is 4 .3 ) ,

Changes in Type of Practice:

A majority

indicating
thepast.

(58%, N=44)

been in general practice since they began th e ir medical

careers, while a substantial minority (34%, N=26) have tended
to lim it or concentrate th e ir practice in one or more specialty
areas over the years, and a few (8%, N=6) indicate th at th e ir
practices have tended to become more generalized with time.
10.

Access to Hospital F a c ilitie s :

A surprising number

(72%, N=55) indicate a f f ilia t io n with at least one large (over
100 beds) h o spital, and only 8% (N=6) have no hospital a f f i l ia t io n .
This is surprising since several comments in the questionnaire as
well as data from particip an t observation and interviewing indicate
th a t the matter of "hospital privileges" is a constant source of
d issatisfactio n fo r GPs.

GPs in the more rural areas take pride

and some consolation in th e ir feelin g that they do not have the
same problems in securing hospital privileges as do th e ir urban
counterparts.

And urban GPs bemoan th e ir alleged lim ited access

to hospitals as another indication of specialists' disdain fo r
them and of the generally low prestige of general practice.

The

unexpectedly large percentage of GPs with large-hospital a ffilia tio n s
may be due to e ith e r of two factors:

GPs may tend to exaggerate the

problems they incur associated with securing hospital p rivileg es ;
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or the framing of the question simply in terms of "hospital
a ffilia tio n s " may conceal real differences in the type of
hospital privileges GPs enjoy compared with th e ir sp e c ia lis t
colleagues (e .g ., admission privileges only, admission plus
lim ited care, surgery authorization, e t c .) .

I t appears lik e ly

that the la tt e r interp retation is co rrect, i . e . , the data conceal
real lim itatio n s among GPs as to hospital p rivileg es .
11.

Social Class Background:

Most of the respondents

might be said to have lower-middle or working class backgrounds
in terms of th e ir fathers' occupations and education.

Less than

one-third (29%, N=22) vvho had completed college or more, and
50% (N=38) of the respondents' fathers had less than a high
school education. About one-fourth of the respondents' fathers
held professional or managerial positions

(24%, N=18), whereas

40% (N=30) were "white co llar" and the remainder (36%, N=28) were
Slither small farmers or f e l l into the blue c o lla r or tradesman
category.

60% (N=46) were raised in large c itie s and the remaining

40%(N=30) came from small c it ie s , towns or farms.

These data suggest

that these respondents come from considerably more humble origins than
is the case with physicians studie# elsewhere (See Merton, 1957).
12.

Summary:

in the sample:

In general, i t might be said th at the physicians

are in midcareer, were Louisiana educated, see them

selves as "GPs" and not "family doctors", are not very sa tis fie d with
GP,

practice solo but would prefer another arrangement, devote most

of th e ir time to patient care, see many p atien ts, work long hours,
concentrate th e ir practices, have lim ited hospital access, and have
a modest social class background.
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II.

THE MAJOR VARIABLES

The conceptual scheme w ithin which the research problem was
defined suggests an exploration of the relationship among:
(1)

Congruence/Incongruence o f Occupational Status

(2)

Satisfaction with Occupational Status, and

(3)

Role Conception, along the tra d itio n al/n o n trad itio n a l
dimension

This section outlines the manner in which each of these
variables was conceptualized and em pirically measured.
(1)

Status Congruence/Incongruence:

This variable was

nominally measured in terms o f the respondent's replies to a
series of questionnaire items (Questions 17 through 21) which
e lic ite d his opinions concerning;

the functional importance of

GPs, in terms of the impact on health care of a continued decline
of general practice;

the prestige of GPs in the eyes of patients

and specialist-colleagues; and the professional authority of GPs,
in terms of the amount of confidence he would estimate th at patients
and specialist-colleagues have in decisions made by a GP.
Questionnaire Item #17 deals with the respondent's estimate
of the functional importance of GPs in terms o f how he feels the
"continued decline of GP w ill a ffe c t the level and q u a lity of medical
care in the US".

Most respondents feel th at GPs are functionally

important in that they feel the q u a lity o f medical care w ill de
te rio ra te s ig n ific a n tly i f GP continues to decline (61%, N=46).
The remaining 39%(N=30) e ith e r estimated th at a decline of GP
would "have no appreciable a ffe c t on medical care,"
an improved level of medical care,"

or "d id n 't know"

"result in
what e ffe c t
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such a decline of GP might have--these respondents were classified
as "low" on the functional importance dimension of the status
congruence/incongruence index.
Questionnaire Items 18 and 19 y ie ld a measure of the
professional authority dimension of the status congruence index,
in terms of the respondent's estimate of the amount of confidence
the average patient and s p e c ia lis t have in the GP's medical de
cisions.

Almost h a lf (47%, N=36) of these GPs e ith e r d id n 't know

how much confidence sp ecialists had in them as doctors or f e l t
that specialists had very l i t t l e confidence in them--these were
classified as "low" on the professional authority dimension of
status congruence.

The remaining 53% o f the respondents who

f e l t that specialists had "some" or "a good deal" of confidence
in GPs (N=40) were c la s s ifie d as "high" on the professional
authority dimension.

Data from Item 19, which deals with

the respondent's estimate o f the GP's authority in the eyes of
patients was omitted from the analysis because there is l i t t l e
variance in the data—86% (N=66) f e l t th at patients had eith er
the same amount o f or more confidence in GPs as they had in
specialists—and because several of the respondents commented
concerning patients' alleged in a b ility to evaluate the doctor's
decision making a b ilit y and/or the fac t that the s p e c ia lis t's
confidence in the doctor is meaningful (in terms of intraprofess
ional auth ority).
Questionnaire Items 20 and 21 y ie ld a measure o f the
prestige dimension of the status congruence index.

Respondents
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were dichotomously c la s s ifie d as "high" or "low" on the "estimated
prestige" dimension depending on whether the respondent f e l t
GPs had "much" prestige in the eyes of sp e cialists, i . e . , circled
options 4 or 5 on Item 20 (25%, N=19); or whether he f e l t GPs
had " l i t t l e " prestige in the eyes of sp e c ia lis ts , i . e . , circled
options 1,2 or 3 (75%, N=57).

There is l i t t l e variance in the

data pertaining to the GP's estimate of his prestige in the
eyes of patients (74%, N=56, f e l t GPs to have "much" prestige
to p atien ts).

Therefore, the item pertaining to patient prestige

was omited-ifrom the analysis.
In lin e with the conreptual d e fin itio n of "status congruence"
as a state of balance among the status attrib u tes of estimated
authority, importance, and p restige, the composite index of this
variable was arrived at in the following manner:
(A)

Respondents were cla ss ified as "status congruent"

who f e l t th e ir importance to be "high" in terms of potential
adverse effects on health care should th e ir numbers decline,
and who f e l t that the GP's authority and prestige in the eyes
of specialists were "high".

30% (N=23) f e l l into the "congruent"

category.
(B)

The remaining respondents were c la ss ified as "status

incongruent" (56 or 70%).

These respondents f e l t that GPs "scored

high" on at lea st one o f the dimensions of importance, authority
or prestige while scoring "low" on the others.
(2)

The^ Status Satisfaction V ariable:

Respondents were

dichotomously c la s s ifie d as e ith e r "Satisfied" or "Dissatisfied"
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with th e ir occupational status as GPs depending on the respondent's
score re la tiv e to the median score on a L ik e rt-ty p e , summated rating
scale constructed to measure status sa tisfac tio n .

This scale re 

quired respondents to estimate th e ir level of s a tisfac tio n with
eleven status-dimensions on a fiv e -p o in t continuim, "not satisfied "
(1) through"completely

satisfied " (5 ).

Items in th is scale

covered such areas as satisfaction with :

income, community

standing, rewards in dealing with patients, etc.
One requirement of summated-rating scales is that each
item in the scale discriminate between the overall "high" scorers
and the overall "low" scorers on the scale.

Goode and Hatt (1952 )

present a sim plified procedure fo r determining whether each scale
item

consistently discriminates among "high" and "low" scorers on

the to ta l s c a le --th is tes t of internal consistency involves measuring
the "discriminating power" of each item and thereby provides a c r i 
terion fo r determining whether each item should be included in the
scale.

Such a tes t is extremely useful in selecting items fo r

inclusion in a multidimensional scale such as the present one.
Table I indicates th at each item in the Status S atisfaction Scale
meets the standardized "discriminating power" (DP) c rite rio n of
1.00;

th is lends some ju s tific a tio n to the assumption th a t the

items selected contribute to status s a tisfac tio n .

I t should be

noted, however, that the DP value of the item is not necessarily
d ire c tly correlated with the item's contribution to to ta l scale
score.

Total possible range of scale scores is 5-55.

These sub_

jec ts ranged in score from 13 to 48, the median score being 41 .9,
which indicates generally high level of satisfactio n fo r the group.

TABLE I
DISCRIMINATING POWER OF ITEMS IN THE STATUS SATISFACTION SCALE

SATISFACTION
WITH:

D. P.

Practice re la tiv e to p rio r expectations

2.21

Time spent in practice

1.34

Money made in practice

1.97

Personal rewards in dealing with patients

1.33

Amount of prestige among colleagues

2.38

Opportunity to develop warm personal relation
with patients

1.03

Degree of certainty th at actions w ill bring
desired results

1.68

Opportunities to make a contribution to medical
knowledge

1.97

Opportunities to re a lly help people

1.47

Community Standing

2.03

Family (Satisfaction of GP's family about
his status)

1.70
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(3)

Role Conception:

Each respondent was dichotomously

cla ss ified as "tra d itio n a lly " or "nontraditionally" oriented to
his ro le(s ) depending on his replies to a question (Items 35-48)
which required him to rank "in f e l t order of importance" fourteen
(14) statements describing d iffe re n t general/fam ily p ractitio ner
functions culled from the lite r a tu r e .

H alf (7) of these s ta te 

ments described functions of a re la tiv e ly diffuse scope trad 
itio n a lly performed by the "GP", e .g ., "deliver highly personalized
care", "evaluate the p atient's to ta l health needs", "care fo r the
majority of fam ily i l l s " , etc.

The remaining seven (7) state

ments described functions stated in the lite ra tu r e to be more
s p e c ific a lly d e fin itiv e of the "family physician", e .g ., "work
well with consultants and other resources,"

"educate patients,"

"be sensitive to the patient's fam ily and environmental situ a tio n ,"
"insure th at p atien t's care is coordinated.. .is continuous," etc.
The respondent was required to arrange these ro le functions in a hierarchy from that function he considered "most
important" (assign the number "1") to th at function he deemed
"least important" (assign the number "14").
data usable in measuring:

This procedure yielded

(1) Consensus among the respondents in

th e ir hierarchical ranking of the fourteen role-functions; and
(2)

Whether or not each respondent was tra d itio n a l or nontraditional

in role conception.

Respondents who ranked a t lea st three (3)

of the diffuse "GP"

functions among th e ir top four (4) in

hierarchical importance were cla s s ifie d as "tra d itio n a l" ;

the

remaining respondents were c la ss ified as non traditio n al. Of the
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69 respondents (91%) who completed this section in usable form,
41%(N=28) were cla s s ifie d as tra d itio n a l in role conception
and 59%(N=41) were cla ss ified as nontraditional in role conception.
Consensus on the ranking of role-functions fo r the sample
as a whole was measured by u tiliz in g Kendall's C oefficient of
Concordance technique (Siegel, 1956, 229 f f . ) .

Kendall's co efficient

of concordance is a nonparametric s ta tis tic a l te s t which measures the
extent of association among several (k) sets of rankingsoibf N e n titie s .
The e n titie s to be ranked, in the present case, were role-functions
(N=14); and the number of rankings/respondents (K) was 69.
There being no "objective" or "correct" order among the
e n titie s (functions) to be ranked, Kendall's Coefficient provides
a measure of agreement among the respondents and a standardized
method of ordering the functions in the absence of an objective
standard.

Computing the Kendall C oefficient (W) essentially

involves finding the correlation between a ll possible pairs of
the rankings and then averaging these correlations to determine
the overall c o e ffic ie n t of association or measure of agreement.
In the present case, the degree of agreement as to p rio rity of
role functions among the respondents is reflected by the degree
of variance among the N sums o f ranks (1 4 ).
The u tiliz a tio n of Kendall's procedure yields a W-value
of .278.

With an N as large as in the present case (6 9 ), testing

fo r the significance of association ( i . e . , agreement) involves
the conversion of W into a measure approximately distributed as
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chi-square.

The obtained chi-square value is 249.3, 13 degrees

of freedom, s ig n ific a n t at the .001 le v e l.

The null hypothesis

in th is case was that the respondents' ranking of the functions
were not associated, i . e . , respondents are not in agreement on
role p rio r itie s .

This null hypothesis is rejected and i t is

concluded that rankings are associated and respondents are in
agreement.
Siegel (1956, 238) notes th at "W", when s ig n ific a n t,
indicates that the judges (respondents) agree on whatever e n titie s
they have been asked to rank;
rankings are correct.

i t does not mean th at the respondents'

Computation of W does, however, involve the

computation of an estimate of role-function-ranking re la tiv e to
d irec tio n , i . e . ,

whether or not respondents' agreement in ranking

the functions tends to be tra d itio n a l or nontraditional in nature.
When W is s ig n ific a n t, the order of the various sums of ranks ( Rj)
provides th is estimate.

The value of Rj fo r each function ranked

represents the sum of the rank values given that function by a ll
respondents.

In the present case, the most important function

was ranked "1" by respondents and the le a s t important was ranked
"14", therefore the lowest valued Rj (Table I I indicates this to
be " ...b e people o rie n te d .. .give personalized care") represents the
role-function considered most important by respondents.
I f we assume th at to rank "most important" such diffuse
and conventional "GP" role-functions as "provide personalized care,"
"care fo r to tal health ," and "care fo r m ajority of fam ily i ll s "
is ±o be tra d itio n a l in role conception, then an inspection of Table
11
I I indicates th at respondents as a group are re la tiv e ly tra d itio n a l.

Further inspection of Table I I reveals that "nontraditional" ^ l e s
associated with the emerging "specialty" of family medicine are
ranked generally low in importance by these respondents.
sensitive to the impact of illn e s s on the fam ily,"
with consultants and other resources,"

"Being

"working well

"educating patients in

health matters," etc. a ll have high Rj values, indicating re 
la tiv e ly low estimates of the importance of these role-functions.
B rie fly stated, the analysis of respondents' conceptions
of ro le -p rio ri ties suggests th a t:

(A) These GPs are in substantial

agreement on the re la tiv e p r io r ity of th e ir role-functions;
(B)

and

Respondents as a whole are more-or-less tra d itio n a l is t ic in

th e ir role conceptions along the lines of conventional GP.
TABLE I I
SUMS OF RANK SCORES (R,-) FOR 14 ROLE FUNCTIONS OF PHYSICIANS RANKED
BY 69 PHYSICIAN RESPONDENTS

Function

Rj

Be people o rien ted .. .give personalized care...................................... 335
Evaluate patient's to tal health needs.................................................. 341
Insure continuity of care.............................................................................364
Care fo r majority of fam ily i l l s ...........................................................374
Make care accessible and a v a ila b le ...........................................................381
Be sensitive to p atien t's fam ily situation ...................................... 451
Insure that care is coordinated.................................................................483
Provide care at reasonable costs ........................................................ 524
Detect abnormality early ........................................................................ 569
Provide preventive, supportive, rehab care ...................................... 610
Work with consultants, other resources...................................................619
Be sensitive to impact o f illn e s s on fam ily
................................ 624
Educate patients in health m atters.......................................................... 779
Elucidate undifferentiated syndromes .................................................. 781
Note:

The lower the value of Rj, the higher the ranking of the
function in terms o f its estimated importance by respondents
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III.

BIVARIATE ANALYSES

This section contains a series of analyses of the r e l
ationships among the three major variables, considered two at
a time.

The theoretical approach suggested that:

1. Status incongruence is associated with nontraditional
ism in role conception; and, conversely, status congruence is
associated with a tr a d itio n a lis tic role conception. The rationale
for th is hypothesis lie s in the assumption that status incon
gruence is stressful to the actor, prompting him to redefine
his roles in an e ffo r t to restore status congruence.
2. Status incongruence is fu rther associated with a
low level of status satisfactio n .
Tables I I I through V contain the data re lative to
respondents' scores on:: status congruence and role conception;
status congruence and status satisfactio n ;
isfaction and role conception.
contained in each Table

and status sat

A s ta tis tic a l test on the data

w ill determine whether or not the

relationship between the two respective variables is s ta tis tic a lly
s ig n ifica n t.

Because neither the binomial tes t nor the chi-square

s ta tis tic is applicable to a situation in which two variables
are cross-tabQl.ated or in terrelated as shown in the Tables,
the " t" -te s tfo r the significance of difference between percentages/
proportions w ill be employed.
From Table I I I i t can be calculated that p-j — P2 = .27,
where p-j refers to the proportion of status incongruent respon
dents who have a tra d itio n a l role conception, while p2 refers to
the proportion of status congruent respondents who have a
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tra d itio n a l role conception.

In this tes t we assume th at an

in f in it e number of samples of size 19 + 50 = 69 had been drawn
from the same population.

Transforming the sample s ta tis tic

(p-| - P2 K we can assume th at this sampling d istribu tion w ill
be a " t" -d is trib u tio n .

By setting up a level of significance

and a region o f re je c tio n , i t can be decided whether or not to
accept the null hypothesis, i . e . , that there is no difference
between the respective proportions or that the'Tespective var
iables are not associated.
The formula fo r th is transformation, which is the
basis fo r the " t" -te s t fo r the significance of a difference
in proportions, is (P h illip s , 1966, 286):

I

In the formula, p-j and p2 re fe r to the two sample pro

portions—e . g . , .48 and .21;

n-j and

re fer to the column to ta ls

on the basis of which the proportions were calculated—e . g . , 50
and 19.
For each o f the following pairs of interrelated variables,
the " t" -te s t discussed above was carried out to determine the
s ta tis tic a l significance o f the respective relationship.

I f the

relation sh ip was found to be s ig n ific a n t, a further measure of
degree o f association was calculated—the Coefficient o f Association,
known as Yules "Q".
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Status Congruence and Role Conception
Table I I I summarizes the data re la tiv e to respondents'
dichotomized and cross-tabulated scores on the measures of status
congruence and role conception.

A " t" -te s t performed on these

data reveals that the two variables are s ta tis tic a lly associated,
i . e . , the proportion of status incongruent and tra d itio n al
respondents is s ig n ific a n tly higher than the proportion o f status
congruent and tra d itio n a l respondents ( t = 2.07, sig n ifica n t at
the .05 le v e l).

Furthermore, the degree of association is mod

erate (Q = .5 5 ).

I t w ill be noted, however, that the direction

of the relationship is the obverse of that predicted, . i . e . ,
i t is the status incongruent respondents who tend to be tra d itio n a l
in ro le conception rather than the status congruent respondents.
Status Congruence and Status Satisfaction
The te s t of significance performed on the data contained
in Table IV indicates th at the association between status con
gruence and levels of status satisfaction is not sig n ifican t
( t = 0 .0 8 ).

This is to say that the proportion of status

incongruent respondents who exh ib it a high level of status
satisfac tio n (.6 7 ) does not d iff e r s ig n ific a n tly from the
proportion o f status congruent respondents who are highly
s a tis fie d with th e ir statuses.
Status Satisfaction and Role Conception
The difference o f proportions te s t re la tiv e to the
data in Table V reveals th at the variables of status satisfactio n
and role conception are not s ig n ific a n tly associated ( t = 1 .2 0 ).
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TABLE III
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATUS CONGRUENCE AND ROLE CONCEPTION

STATUS CONGRUENCE
ROLE CONCEPTION

CONGRUENT

TRADITIONAL

INCONGRUENT

TOTAL

4

(21%)

24

(48%)

28

NONTRADITIONAL

15

(79%)

26

(52%)

41

TOTAL

19

(100%)

50 (100%)

69

t = 2.07;

p < .05;

Q = -.55

TABLE IV
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATUS CONGRUENCE AND STATUS SATISFACTION

STATUS CONGRUENCE
STATUS SATISFACTION

CONGRUENT

HIGH (SATISFIED)

13

(68%)

20

(67%)

33

6

(32%)

30

(33%)

36

50 (100%)

69

LOW (DISSATISFIED)

TOTAL

t = 0 .0 8 , nonsignificant

19 (100%)

INCONGRUENT

TOTAL
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TABLE V
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATUS SATISFACTION AND ROLE CONCEPTION

STATUS SATISFACTION
ROLE CONCEPTION

HIGH/SATISFIED

LOW/DISSATISFIED

TOTAL

TRADITIONAL

11

(33%)

17

(47%)

28

NONTRADITIONAL

22

(69%)

19

(53%)

41

TOTAL

33 (100%)

36 (100%)

69

t = 1.20, nonsignificant

IV.

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

I t has been found that status congruence is associated with
role conception, such that status incongruent respondents tend to
be tra d itio n a l in role conception, and vice versa.

This section

explores the extent to which the facto r of status s a tis fa c tio n /
dissatisfaction may operate as a "test" variable affecting the
relationship between status congruence and role conception.
Hereafter, status congruence, the independent variable w ill be re 
ferred to as "x", the dependent variable o f role conception w ill
be termed "y", and the "test" variable (s a tis fa c tio n ) w ill be termed
" t" .

Lazarsfeld (1946) notes that a "test" variable is one
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which may be employed to "elaborate", "specify", or "explain" the
xy relationship.
One goal of the analysis here shall be to s p lit the original
relationship between status congruence and ro le conception (xy)
into two conditional relations fo r physicians "high" on status
satisfaction and physicians "low" on status sa tisfac tio n .
The whole structure of the two variables and the tes t
variable can be formulated as follows:
(xy) = ( x y ; t ) 1 + (x y ;t)" + (x t) • (ty )
This shows that the original (xy) relationship can be
described as the sum of the two p a rtia l relationships and an
additional fac to r which is the product o f what are called the
marginal relationships between the te s t factor and each of the two
original variables.
One case which Lazarsfeld has termed "of special interest"
may eventualize in the present research--although our conceptual
scheme does not especially lead us to expect the eventuality.

This

case would involve the disappearance of the relationship between
Status Congruence (x) and Role Conception (y) when status satisfaction
"t" is introduced as a te s t variable.

Should th is case eventualize

the original status congruence - role conception relationship would
be equivalent to the product of the status congruence - status
satisfaction (x t) and status satisfaction - role conception re la tio n 
ships ( t y ) . *

This (xy) = (x t) • (ty ) would then become

of fu rth er elaboration.

the object
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I f the time order relationship between the.three postulated
variables is considered, a new aspect o f the foregoing procedure is
introduced.

The type of "elaboration" employed is essen tially

d iffe re n t, depending on the time-order relationship known to exist
or postulated to exist among the variables.

Six time sequence

relations among the three variables are lo g ic a lly possible, and are
represented below.
Sequential Relations Possible Between the Variables
Time....................................................................T
1
2
xty:

Status Congruence

Status Satisfaction

Conception

txy:

Status Satisfaction

Status Congruence

Conception

xyt:

Status Congruence

Conception

Status Satisfaction

ytx:

Conception

Congruence

Satisfaction

tyx:

Satisfaction

Conception

Congruence

ytx:

Conception

Satisfaction

Congruence

Our conceptual scheme, however, would suggest th at only two
basic time relations are probable: e ith e r Status s a tis fa c tio n /d is 
satisfaction ( t ) develops in the sequence between Status congruence/
incongruence (x) and Role conception (y) or i t develops p rio r to
(or simultaneous with) Status Congruence/Incongruence.
Four main configurational patterns would emerge, depending on:
(1) The time sequence and (2) Whether the relationship between x
(status congruence) and t (status s a tisfac tio n ) is equal to zero or
i t is not.

These configurations are:
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(1)

Status Satisfaction ( t ) might be termed a condition,
antecedent to or synonymous with Status Congruence/In
congruence which is necessary to establishing a p a rtia l
relationship between Congruence (x) and Role Conception
(y).

(2)

Status Satisfaction "t" might be termed a contingency
or intervening fa c to r occuring between Status Congruence
and Role Conception, and elaborating the relationship
between the two variables.

For example, Status Congruence

might be associated with "tra d itio n a l" role conception
more among physicians "high" on status satisfaction than
among those "low" on status sa tisfac tio n .

Status Congruence

(x) would then become a "condition".
Both of the above m u lti-v a ria te an alytic procedures to be
employed in the proposed study are termed by Lazarsfeld (p. 123)
"specification" since they represent esse n tia lly one type of elaboration.
(3) I t may be

that the expected relationship between Status

Congruence and Role Conception w ill turn out to be
spurious, when Status Satisfaction is introduced as a
variable.

That i s , i t may e x is t, but essen tially be

the result of the product of two marginal relatio n s:
The more s a tis fie d the physician is with his status, the
more he conceptualizes his role in a tra d itio n a l manner
and the more he perceives of his status attrib u tes as
congruent.

(4)

The fin a l analytic p o s s ib ility would involve the case
of: Status Satisfaction ( t ) being an intervening variable
in the time sequence; and the absence of a relationship
between Status Congruence (x) and Role Conception (y ).
That is , i f Satisfaction is held constant, the expected
relationship between Congruence and Role Conception may
disappear.

Additional research would then be needed

dealing with the Satisfaction ( t ) - Role Conception (y)
relationship and new elaborating procedures and variables.
(Unless one might be w illin g to suggest that i t was his
measures of the v a ria b le (s ), e .g ., "congruence" that were
at fa u lt; and that new measurements rather than new con
ceptualization and/or new variables were needed.)
Goodman (1965) has delineated a sim plified method fo r the
m u lti-v a ria te s ta tis tic a l analysis of three dichotomous variables.
Essentially his method involves calculating a measure of the corre
latio n between the dichotomous independent variable and the dichotomous
dependent variable fo r each of the two dichotomous categories of the
tes t variable.

The measure of contingency is Yule's c o e ffic ie n t,

which is given by the formula
Q=

ad - be
ad + be

Variance associated with the Yule c o e ffic ie n t is estimated
by th e ts ta tis tic
2
2 2 1
1
1
1
S = (1 - Q ) (a + F + c + cT) 14
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The data contained in Tables VI and V II reveal that the overall
relationship between status congruence and ro le conception may be s p lit
into two 2 x 2 tables - one table (V I) fo r the relationship between status
congruence and role conception fo r those physicians high on status
satisfaction and another 2 x 2 table ( V II) fo r the relationship between
status congruence and role conception for physicians "low" on status
satisfaction .
Thus, Vilile's C oefficient fo r the association between status
congruence and role conception fo r the "highly" sa tisfied (q^) is
.85;

and fo r the 2 x 2 table pertaining to those "low" on status
2
sa tisfac tio n ,
= .07. The estimated variances are s^ = .09 and
sj; = .78, respectively.
q^ - q2 is

The estimated variance of the difference

2
2
s.j + S£ , The null hypothesis states that there is

no difference between the status congruence-role conception associations
among those respondents "high" on satisfaction and those respondents
categorized as "low" on th is varia b le.
hypothesis is to test whether q^ zero.

That is , to tes t the null
d iffe rs s ig n ific a n tly from

This te s t is based on the fa c t that the asymptotic (large

sample) d is trib u tio n of the s ta tis tic

o
W

(Qi " 9?)
= _________

2 x
S1

2
S2

is the chi-square d istribu tion when the null hypothesis is tra e.
2

For the data in Tables VI and V I I, W = .70.

Since this value does not

approach significance s ta t is t ic a lly , i t is concluded th at q-j and q^
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TABLE VI

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATUS CONGRUENCE AND ROLE CONCEPTION
FOR RESPONDENTS "HIGH" ON THE FACTOR OF STATUS SATISFACTION

STATUS CONGRUENCE
ROLE CONCEPTION

CONGRUENT

INCONGRUENT

TOTAL

1

( 7.6%)

10

(50.0%)

11

NONTRADITIONAL

12

(92.4%)

10

(50.0%)

22

TOTAL

13 (100.0%)

20 (100.0%)

33

TRADITIONAL

t = 2.53, sig n ifica n t 0 .05 level

TABLE V II
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATUS CONGRUENCE AND ROLE CONCEPTION
FOR RESPONDENTS "LOW" ON THE FACTOR OF STATUS SATISFACTION

STATUS CONGRUENCE
ROLE CONCEPTION

CONGRUENT

INCONGRUENT

TOTAL

TRADITIONAL

3

(50%)

14

(47%)

17

NONTRADITIONAL

3

(50%)

16

(53%)

19

TOTAL

6 (100%)

30 (100%)

36

t = .01, not s ig n ifica n t
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do not d iff e r s ig n ific a n tly from one another.
Thus, Goodman's suggested procedure fo r the m u ltivariate
analysis o f three dichotomous variables suggests that the facto r
of status satisfaction does not s ig n ific a n tly a ffe c t the re la tio n 
ship between status congruence and role conception.
I t should be noted however, that a more conventional mode
of analyzing the impact of our "test" variable does suggest that the
status congruence-role conception relationship is somewhat d iffe re n t
w ithin the two categories ( i . e . , levels) of status sa tisfac tio n .
The " t" -te s t fo r the difference between two percentages/proportions
calculated fo r respondents "high" on status satisfaction yields a
t = 2.53, which is s t a tis tic a lly s ig n ifica n t at the .05 le v e l.
But the " t" -te s t fo r the association between status congruence
and role conception fo r those respondents "low" on satisfaction
yields a t = .01, which is not s ig n ific a n t.

I t is concluded that

the s ig n ific a n t relationship between status congruence and role
conception is maintained fo r respondents highly sa tisfied with
th e ir statuses;

whereas the relationship between status congruence

and role conception disappears among those low on status sa tisfac tio n .
Summary o f Analyses
A.

These physicians are in substantial agreement on the

estimation o f th e ir role p r io r itie s .

Their agreement is along the

lines of a more-or-less "tra d itio n a l" mode of conceiving o f th e ir
ro les , i . e . , they tend to assign "high" p rio rity to conventional
General P ra ctitio n er roles of a d iffu s e , broadly defined nature.
B.

Status Congruence and role conception are related such
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th at respondents whose statuses are congruent conceptualize th e ir
roles in a nontraditional manner, while those respondents whose
statuses are re la tiv e ly incongruent hold tra d itio n al role conceptions.
C.

The congruence or incongruence of a respondent's

occupational status does not a ffe c t his level of status s a tis fa c tio n .
D.

Level of status satisfaction is unrelated to the manner

in which roles are conceptualized, and
E.

There is some evidence to suggest that a "high" level

of status satisfaction constitutes a contingency factor which
elaborates the relationship between status congruence and role
conception;

status incongruence and traditionalism in role con

ception are associated only among physicians highly s a tis fie d with
th e ir statuses.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

A major objective o f the present research has been to examine
the u t i l i t y o f employing a s tru c tu ra lly oriented va rie ty of role
theory w ithin an in te ra c tio n is t frame o f reference with respect to
the study o f empirical variations in ro le conception among physicians.
I t has been noted that most previous role-studies o f the physician,
embedded w ithin the confines of a structural-fun ctio nal frame of
reference, have tended to be sim plistic and do l i t t l e ju s tic e to the
dynamic and many-faceted manner in which physicians conceive of th e ir
medical roles.

Consequently, this research rejected the prevailing

assumption o f role consensus, i . e . , th a t roles are unimodal in char
acter.

Instead, i t explored the e ffe cts of certain sources of struc

tu r a lly induced stress ( e .g ., status incongruence) upon satisfactio n
with status and upon the tendency to variously define roles.

I t was

found that status incongruence is related to a tendency to define roles
in a tra d itio n a l manner and vice versa, with the fa c to r o f status
satisfaction serving as an intervening variab le.
I t should be stressed, however, th a t the research problem was
not e n tire ly lim ited to the relations among these three variables, and
that the conclusions reached have implications beyond the matter o f
the role consequences of status incongruence.

Several o f these con

clusions have to do with the author's impressions o f the research
u t i l i t y of role theory i t s e lf .

Other conclusions are subtantively

concerned with the question o f the distinctiveness and fe a s ib ility
of the evolving "Family Doctor" ro le conception in contrast to th at
o f the tra d itio n a l "GP".

And, la s t ly , since several data-gathering

techniques were employed in the course of the study (structured mail
questionnaire, interview ing, p artic ip an t observation), the research
yields certain methodological im plications.

I.

ROLE THEORY AND ITS RESEARCH UTILITY

The research as i n i t i a l l y conceived was intended to examine
whether or not stru c tu rally-o rien ted role theory, as articu lated
and advocated by Bates and as modified by such in te ra c tio n is t the
o rists as Strauss and Turner, was o f greater heu ristic value than
the prevailing Parsonian v a rie ty o f ro le theory commonly employed in
the study of the physician.

However, on the basis o f the present

research, i t is te n ta tiv e ly concluded th a t:

(1) The research po

te n tia l o f role "theory", esp ecially in its more s tru c tu ra lly o r i
ented form, is severely impeded by the fa c t th at much o f th is theory
remains at the level of an elaborate c la s s ific a to ry or conceptual
scheme; (2) I t is exceedingly d if f i c u l t to a rtic u la te s tru c tu ra lly oriented role concepts w ithin a symbolic in te ra c tio n is t frame of
reference, perhaps because the two approaches embody fundamentally
d iffe re n t and perhaps incompatible "domain assumptions"(See Gouldner,
1970, 3 6 f f . ) ; and (3) In a p p lic a tio n , the attempt to merge these two
perspectives resulted in an approach to the data which, while more
th e o re tic a lly useful, than purely "structural" role theory, is
neither "new" to sociology nor d is tin c tiv e ly "theory" in the s t r ic t
sense o f th at term.

Much of the role theory employed in th is research was developed
and articu lated in response to a f e l t th eo retic need fo r more con
ceptually precise role terminology which was structural rather than
psychological in emphasis.

But with the exception of certain prom

ising approaches to conceptually c la rify in g role c o n flic t ( e .g ., Bates,
1962) and to analysing structural aspects o f societal change ( e .g .,
Bertrand, 1968), much o f this "structurally-orien ted " ro le theory
would appear to constitute an overly confining cla ss ifica to ry scheme
which is more useful pedagogically than a n a ly tic a lly .

More pointedly,

perhaps, such an approach suffers from what Gouldner (1970, 84) terms
" ...a n inordinate emphasis on conceptual c la rific a tio n and formu
l a t io n ... an emphasis on constituting social worlds rather than on
researching them."
Role-related problems were found d if f i c u l t to study in the
present setting while remaining w ithin p urely"structural" confines.
And when leaving the confines o f a purely structural approach and
employing the sort of role theory suggested by, e .g ., Strauss (1963),
the research came to rely on a broad symbolic in te ra c tio n is t frame
o f reference rather than role theory, per se.

In summary, i t might

be concluded th at role theory as postulated was found to be not en
t i r e l y researchable, and role theory as researched was found to be
not d is tin c tiv e ly role theory.
The relationship between the variables o f status incongruence
and status satisfaction is a case in point.

Bates (1968) is em

phatic on the point that "status congruence/incongruence" connotes
a structural condition ( i . e . , non-psychological) , an a ly tic a lly and
phenomenologically d is tin ct from other ro le -re la te d conditions

(e .g ., ro le c o n flic t).

Incongruence o f status a ttrib u te s is then

imputed to be em pirically related to levels o f status satisfaction
and to c o lle ctive e ffo rts to reconceptualize status-ro les.

An y e t,

how..else is the researcher to conceptualize and measure such "imblances" among status a ttrib u te s ( e . e ., status incongruence) except
in terms o f actors'composite attitu d es of re la tiv e deprivation r e l
ative to the rewards accruing to status?

And what, then, becomes

o f the imputed relationship between incongruence and levels of
status sa tisfac tio n , the former being conceptualized and measured
in a manner sim ilar to the la tte r?

And what fu rth e r comes o f the

contention that incongruence is a structural dimension rather than
a social-psychological one?
I t might be the case th at the more stru c tu rally-o rien ted
va rie ty o f role theory, i f i t can be developed beyond the level
o f a c la ss ifica to ry scheme, may be more useful to the study of
highly formalized roles w ithin a bureaucratic context than to the
study o f more autonomous, f lu id , and s itu a tio n a lly contingent roles
such as those played by physicians and other professionals.

This

optim istic note is , however, in c o n flic t with Strauss' assertion
(1963) th a t even roles in ostensibly "formalized, bureaucratic"
settings constitute the mere shells w ithin which dynamic social in te r
action takes place.

Perhaps the very recent attempts to modify

tra d itio n a l role theory o f the structural v a rie ty along the lines
o f open-systems theory w ill rescue role theory from these problems
(See, fo r example, Buckley (1967) and Bertrand (1970).

II.

GENERAL PRACTICE AND THE QUESTION OF THE FAMILY DOCTOR

This study has focused upon delineating the role constella
tions which physicians conceive o f themselves as playing, rejectin g
Parsonian assumptions which assert th at the physician's "role" is
unimodal in character.

A bi-modal pattern o f role conception was

explored in this research--namely, the conception of one's role as
a General P ra ctitio n er (GP) as conpared to the conception of one's
role as a Family Doctor (FD).

I t has been pointed out that to con

ceive of one's role as a "GP" is to conform to more-or-less tr a d i
tional emphases which stress a diffuse constellation o f functions
related to medical, p e d ia tric , "normal" o b s te tric a l, and psychi
a tr ic care rendered patien ts.

The "FD" model of role d e fin itio n

currently being championed by many physicians stands in contrast
to the tra d itio n a l GP model, and i t defines the FD as a "sp ec ialis t
in breadth" who performs a constellation o f functions of a medicalpsychological -sociological -managerial nature, a ll of which osten
sib ly aimed at providing medical care which is "comprehensive,
coordinated and continuous."
The author's te n ta tiv e conclusions as to the re la tiv e merits
of each role-model re la tiv e to the current health care c ris is in
the U. S. w ill be touched upon la te r.
the following question:

The present concern is with

Is th is bimodal pattern o f role d if f e r 

entiation em pirically evident among the urban physicians in the
study?

How meaninful and compelling is the concept of the Family

Doctor to these physicians?

and What factors are more important in

predisposing a physician to id e n tify with the concept of Family

D o cto r-fu n ctio n al type variables related to the Family Doctor's
impact on health care, or occupational variables related to , e .g .,
status improvement?
The data indicate that these physicians cain be d iffe re n tia te d
along the lines of "traditional-GP" oriented versus "non trad itio nalFD" oriented.

Since future sociological investigations which re

je c t the assumption o f role consensus would lik e ly uncover fu rth er
dimensions o f role conception, the conventional sociological view
o f the physician's "role" as unimodal is c le arly untenable.
However, the FD role-concept appears to be less than com
p ellin g and not e n tire ly meaningful, even to those physician-respondents who e x p lic itly id e n tify themselves as fam ily doctors
rath er than as GPs.

This conclusion is reached whether objective

or subjective c r ite r ia are used to d iffe re n tia te GPs from FDs.

A

m ajority o f the respondents (59%, N=41) were cla ss ified as nontra d itio n a l/F D in terms o f th e ir expressed ranking of abstractly
defined ro le p r io r itie s .

But a s ta tis tic a l measure of consensus

among the respondents' role-rankings fo r the sample as a whole re
vealed th at such consensus as did ex is t was in the d irectio n o f the
^'traditional-GP" model of role conception.

Furthermore, when given

the opportunity to c la ss ify themselves as e ith er GP or FD, only 2
respondents (3%) chose to c a ll themselves "Family Doctors."

Par

tic ip a n t observation and focused interviewing echo th is finding
as to a lack o f attractiveness of the Family Doctor ro le concept.
I t might be noted that only in 1970, a fte r many years o f heated de
bate and over substantial and vocal opposition, was a motion carried

to change the name o f the American Academy o f General Practice to
the American Academy of Family physicians.
Some physicians find the concept o f the Family Doctor not only
u nattractive but also downright d is ta s te fu l, as is evidenced by
the following comment:
" ...t h e fam ily doctor is a general p ra c titio n e r who developed
feelings of inadequacy a fte r being regarded as a drop-out
by his s p e c ia lis t colleagues and progressively stripped of
or v o lu n tarily abandoning various aspects o f medical practice
and found th at the term "general" no longer applied. Search
ing through the cliches of "motherhood", "apple p ie", and
"patriotism ", he came across "family" and set himself up as
the s e lf-s ty le d savior of the fam ily u n it.
Not satisfyin g himself that he was essential merely because
he could render adequate treatments, inexpensively, fo r the
bulk o f illn es se s, he goes on to convince himself th at he
has some innate ta le n t (or clairvoyance) fo r assessing the
physical and emotional needs o f the fam ily u n it. His ego
thrives as his patients develop a neurotic dependence with
him. He decides that i f he too can s ta rt a "specialty club"
he can be on an equal basis again with his colleagues, and
a fte r a l l , even the Edsel has made a comeback1 Cynical I
am, but "A rose by any other name— " (Respondent #35282)
Several respondents, while leaning favorably towards an iden
t if ic a t io n with the concept of the fam ily doctor, respond less than
cogently and with moderated enthusiasm:
"...m ain difference is that 'fam ily medicine' or 'fam ily
practice' (a term I prefer because of the new Board of
Family Practice) does not involve surgery, i . e . , major
surgery. Family Practice involves a broadened in te re s t in
the fam ily enviornment, emotional relation sh ips, counseling,
e tc ." (Respondent #51474)
" ...t h e term fam ily medicine has come to connote a greater
emphasis on psychosomatic and functional problems with less
emphasis on surgery and obstetrics as encompassed in the more
obsolete 'general p ra c tic e '. The la t t e r (GP) is a more sat
isfying endeavor and its decline is probably responsible in
part fo r the declining number of physicians entering the fie ld
of non-specialists. Simply declaring the existence of a

'sp ecialty' of 'fam ily medicine' is no soulution, since the
scope..of such practice is by its very nature non-specialist."
(Respondent #45310)
"Yes, I do feel th at there is a difference between family
medicine and GP. The GP takes care o f most a ll of the
fam ily's needs excluding some surgery and O B ...'fa m ily '
medicine' tends to leave OB and surgery out o f the picture,
which w ill be sending the patients away and into sp e cialist
care fo r things a GP can and should do. I feel that a good
GP rather than a 'fam ily doctor' should always have the
fam ily's to ta l health needs in mind." (Respondent #36271)
Although these respondents generally re je c t the family doctor
role-concept as s o c ia lly and medically in s ig n ific a n t, might i t not
be contended that the Family Doctor concept j[s meaningful in terms
of its relation to health care, but that these respondents have not
as yet been socialized into the role because of the recency o f its
formulation?

This researcher thinks not.

Proponents of the concept have pointed convincingly, along
with others less impressed with the concept, to the pressing need
fo r the functions o f coordination, comprehensiveness, and contfrnuity
with the health care system.

But the Family Doctor enthusiasts seem

to have committed two erro rs—one o f logic and another of lo g is tic s .
To point to the need fo r these functions with the health care system
does not lead,ipso fa c to r, to the conclusion that the Family Doctor is
the only or even the best Structure w ithin which these functions can
m aterialize.

I t is not a t a ll clear whether "family medicine" as

practiced by Family Doctors may not be a luxury affordable by and
necessarily deliverable to only a lim ited number o f upper and middle
class fam ilies.

Family medicine as hitherto practiced in the U. S.

has been essentially middle class family medicine, a necessity brought
about by a number o f fa c to rs , including:

the physician's own class

origins (middle to upper class) and associated Weltanchaung; the
lim ited sociological perspective purveyed to the physician in medical
school; and the notoriously in e ffic ie n t (and hence expensive) nature
o f patient care which is rendered in a solo/general practice, fe e -fo rservice organizational context.
M ultispecialty group practice (perhaps pre-paid) would appear
to constitute a more fe a s ib le , economical, and e ffe c tiv e structure
fo r delivering coordinated, comprehensive and continuous health care.
Lastly, i t should be noted th a t, even i f the abstract health care
functions stressed by FD proponents can be articu lated into transmi ttab le occupational s k ills and expertise, i t is unlikely that these
s k ills can be exercised by a single specialist-Physician; and i t is
further u nlikely th at the mechanics of recruiting manpower into such
a new specialty can be arranged in the foreseeable future, given the
intense and seemingly irre v e rs ib le trend towards the selection of
carrers in already existing specialty areas.
The esoteric and ambitious concept of the Family Doctor may
function to provide some temporarty solace to certain prestigetroubled GPs in a s p e c ia lis t world.

"Selling" the concept may even

function to reinforce the tra d itio n a l fe e -fo r-s e rv ic e , private prac
tic e of medicine by improving the "image" of the medical profession
in the eyes o f an increasingly c r itic a l p atien t-p u b lic, as Gross
(1970) suggests,

But i t appears to th is researcher that the"Family

Doctor" w ill neither m a teria lize in appreciable numbers nor constitute
a relevant response to the current health care c ris is in the fore
seeable future.

III.

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

A structured mail questionnaire was the primary data-gathering
technique in th is study.

Data were analysed in the main by means

o f nonparametric measurement and b ivariate and m ultivariate analyses.
Such a methodology was consistent with the domain assumptions (See
Gouldner, 1970, 3 6 f f .) and variable relation s hypothesized in that
portion of the research guided by s tru c tu ra lly oriented role theory.
But, as pointed out e a r lie r , structural ro le theory was found to be
d eficien t on certain points.

And the research methodologies employed

in th is study as "supplementary" to the questionnaire (p articip an t
observation and interview ing) yielded a rich supply of suggestive
data.

Although unanticipated, th is state of a ffa irs might have been

expected in view of the fa c t that such less-structured research
methodologies are more consistent with the domain assumptions of a
symbolic in te ra c tio n is t frame of reference, which, in retrospect,
may be said to have guided the research as much or more than did
s tru c tu ra lly oriented role theory.

The research problem as e x p lic it ly

defined, and with its im p lic it im plications, might have been more
cogently analysed in terms of an emphasis on less-structured, lessobtrusive methods.

The questionnaire might have been viewed as sup

plementary to in terview in g/p articip an t observation, rather than vice
versa.

Future studies employing an in te ra c tio n is t frame of reference,

especially in research on the dynamics o f more "sensitive" and " p ri
vatized" roles such as t h i t of the physician, might do well to consider
this methodological point.

IV.

NEGLECTED AREAS

At lea st two categories of variables, not considered in the
present research, but p o te n tia lly important to an analysis of the
physician's ro le (s ), deserve fin a l mention.

The f i r s t relates to

the power aspects of role conception and ro le playing among phy
sicians, and might be termed p o litic a l.

The second type o f variable

is psychosocial in nature, involving considerations of the relevance
o f professional id e n titie s and id e n tity changes.
One of the more viv id impressions this researcher takes with him
as a re su lt o f executing th is study is that the professional world
within which the physician functions is a p o litic a l world.

I t may

be well to note, p aren th etically, that role thoery has been scored
fo r its lack of emphasis on power and the p o litic a l (See RoSe, 1962, x ).
The p o litic a l nature of the physician's professional m ilieu is not
only evident in the internecine struggles observed by the researcher
between GPs attempting to in s titu tio n a liz e a new occupational specialty
and th e ir GP and sp e c ia lis t colleagues who object to the fam ily doctor
"movement".

The power dimensions o f role-conception and role-playing

are evident everywhere—in the much-hallowed and ostensibly stable
doctor-patient relatio n sh ip , in relations among private p ra c titio n e rs ,
in "town-gown" in teraction s, relations between hospital administrators
and professional s ta ff , and so on.

P o litic a l considerations are not

only relevant in th e ir own rig h t, but are in e xtric ab ly related to
ro le-fu nctio nin g, since, as Rose and others have stressed, role "bar
gaining" and "negotiation" always take place in a context of complex
power relatio n s.

Several psychosocial aspects of ro le , not touched upon in the
present study, m erit more consideration in future studies of the
physician's ro le (s ).

Representative research of th is nature in other

substantive areas is cited in Manis and Meltzer (1967, 369-481).

This

thesis concludes by b rie fly noting a few neglected, but s tra te g ic ,
psychosocial aspects o f the physician's role which m erit more research.
What effects do categories of "sig n ifican t others" with whom
the physician interacts have upon determining his committment to
one or another o f various medical role models, e .g ., would physicians
with largely upper-middle class patients tend towards id e n tific a tio n
with fam ily medicine more so than th e ir colleagues with a more d i
ve rs ifie d patient population?

What sorts of "cross-pressures" emanate

from categories of "signigicant others" ( e .g ., colleagues versus
p a tie n ts ), and with what consequences?

Are there extra-professional

id e n titie s which are in varying degrees compatible with medical ro le playing, i . e . , m ed ical-p o litical or medical-educational id e n titie s ?
What types of situations or contingencies tend to prompt professional
id e n tity "crises"?

For example, which are the most important s i t 

uational factors distinguishing "professionally secure" GPs from th e ir
more "insecure" counterparts?

And, fin a lly , viewing r o le -taking as

a process and as an important variable, how well does the physician
an ticipate the responses of role players with whom he interacts
(p a tie n ts , s p e c ia lis ts , e tc .) and how can ro le-taking competence
(and empathy) be improved in the interests of patient care?
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APPENDIX I
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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STUDY OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS' OPINIONS ABOUT FAMILY MEDICINE
Instructions
This questionnaire has 3 parts to i t and takes about 30 minutes
or so to complete. I t was designed to be as b rie f as possible and
yet provide the information necessary fo r the study. The parts are:
I.
II.
III.

A General Description of Your Own Practice
Your Personal Estimate of Some of the Satisfactions and
Dissatisfactions Associated with General or Family Practice
Your Estimate of the Relative Importance of Various
Performed by Family Doctors

Functions

Please read each question c a re fu lly . We re alize that these
questions deal with complex issues and that the checklist alternatives
may not f u lly express your opinions. I f you wish to explain or
elaborate on your response to any question, please feel free to do so
in the space provided or in the margin.
The number a t the top of the page w ill enable us to keep track
of questionnaires as they are returned, and i t in no way detracts
from the c o n fid e n tia lity of your response. We would appreciate your
returning the completed questionnaire by
'________________ .
Again, thanks fo r your cooperation.

I.

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND AND PRACTICE SITUATION

1.

Which of the following best describes your present type of Practice?
(Please check one)
(1) General Practice
(2) General Practice with a specialty in terest or concentration
(Please sp ecify: ______________
)
(3) Family Medicine
(4) Family Medicine with a specialty in terest or concentration
(Please specify:
)
(5) Specialty practice, board c e rtifie d (Specify:
)
’(6) Specialty p ractice, board q u a lified (Specify:"
)
(7) Other (Please specify:__________________
~)
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2.

Where is your o ffic e
location? I f you have more than one o ffic e ,
please consider yourmain o ffic e only. (Please check one)
(1) C ity Business D is tric t
(4) Suburban Commerical Area
(2) City Residential D is tric t
(5) Other, please specify:
( 3) Suburban Residential Area__________ _________ ____________

3.

Please l i s t below a ll
Hospital Name

hospitals to which you admit patients.
Approximate No. Beds

4.

How long have you been in your present medical practice?
Please specify:
years.

5.

Which o f the following best describes the way you feel about the
type of medical practice (e .g ., GP, GP with specialty concentration,
e tc .) in which you are presently engaged? (Please check one)
(1)

I t is the only type of medicalpractice that could re a lly
s a tis fy me.
(2) I t is one of several types of medical practice which I
could find almost equally satisfyin g.
(3) I t is not the most satisfying type of medical practice
I could think o f, everything considered.
(4) Other (Please specify)__________________________________

6.

Which of the following best describes the form of medical practice
in which you are prim arily engaged at the present time? (Please
check one)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Individual (solo) practice
Informal association with one or more physicians with
minimum or no sharing of income or expenses
Two-man partnership
Smaller, single specialty group (3 or 4 physicians)
Larger, sTngTe speci a lty group (5 or more physicians)
Smaller, m u lti-sp ecialty group (no more than 6 physicians)
Larger, m u lti-s p e cialty group (7 or more physicians)
Salaried position (Please specify:______
)
Other (Please specify:
)
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7.

Which of the following best describes the way you feel about the
form of medical practice (e .g ., solo, partnership, e tc .) in which
you are presently engaged? (Please check one)
(1)

I t is the only form of medical practice that could re a lly
sa tis fy me.
(2) I t is one of several forms of medical practice that I
could fin d almost equally satisfyin g.
(3) I t is not the most satisfying form of medical practice
I could think o f, everything considered.
(4) I would prefer practicing in a d iffe re n t type of arrange
____
ment, i f i t could be worked out. (Please specify:
(5) Other (Please specify:
8.

)

In your present p ractice, how would you say th at your professional
time and e ffo rts are distributed? (Please estimate as closely as
possible)
% (1) Direct patient care and closely related a c tiv itie s
( e .g ., reading, x-ray film s, lab work)
% (2) Administration ( e .g ., o ffic e or hospital s ta ff
re s p o n s ib ilitie s )
% (3) Teaching and/or research.
% (4) Other (Please specify:________________________________ )
100% TOTAL

9.

Approximately how many hours per week do you devote to a ll
professional a c tiv itie s ? (Please estimate as closely as possible
and check one)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

10.

During a "typical" week how many patients do you see? (Please
estimate the number in each category as closely as possible)
(1)
(2)
(3)
__ (4)

11.

Less than 40 hours
40-50 hours
50-60 hours
60-70 hours
More than 70 hours

Patient v is its at your o ffic e
Patient v is its at the hospital(s)
Patient v is its at patients' homes
Other ( e .g ., at nursing home, industrial medicine, e tc .)

What are your feelings about leaving your present type of practice
(e .g ., general p ractice, specialty concentration, etc .)?
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(1)
’(2)
’(3)
’(4)
(5)

I have
I
I
I
Other

seriously considered i t in the past.
am seriously considering i t at
the presenttim e.
may consider i t in the "fu tu re .
plan to remain in th is type of
practice u n til I r e t ir e .
(Please s p e c i f y : __________________
)

12.

What are your feelings about leaving your present form o f practice
arrangement (e .g , solo, partnership, group, etc.)?
(1)
(2)
(3 )
(4)

I have seriously considered i t in the past.
I am seriously considering i t at the present
tim e.
I may consider i t in the fu tu re .
I plan to remain in th is form of practice arrangement
u n til I r e tir e .
(5) Other (Please specify:_____________

13.

)

Which o f the following statements best describes the way in which
your type o f medical practice has changed since beginning your
career? (Please check one and elaborate)
(1) I have been engaged in what has been more-or-less general
practice or family medicine since I started practicing.
(2) My practice has tended to become more concentrated in one
or more specialy areas over the years. (Please specify
a re a (s ):
)
(3) My practice has tended to become more generalized and less
concentrated in any areas over the years.
COMMENT:

A few Questions About Your Personal and Professional Background:
14.

Which of the following best describes the type of community in which
you spent most of your l i f e as a youth? (Please check one)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

15.

Farm
Small town (less than 2,500 population)
Larger town (2,500 - 25,000)
Small c ity (25,000 - 100,000)
Suburbs of large c ity (over 10,000)
Central part of large c ity (over 100,000)

What was the highest level of education completed by your father?
(1) Grade school (1st - 8th grade)
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(2)
__ (3)
(4)
(5)
___ (6)
(7)
(8)

Some high school (9th - 12th grade)
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
Some post-graduate education, but no graduatedegree
Graduate degree
Other (Please specify:_________ '

)

16.

Which of the following best describes the occupation of your
father a t the time you graduated from high school? (Please
check the one category which best applies)
Category
Examples
(1) Physician
(2) Other professional or
te c h n ic a l.................................................... d en tis t, lawyer,
teacher, clergyman,
engineer
(3) Manager, Proprietor or
other o f f i c i a l ............................................ company executive,
owner of a business,
governmento ffic ia l
(4) Craftsman, foreman or
operative...................................................... carpenter, plumber,
factory foreman, etc.
(5) Farm owner or manager
(6) Farm worker
(7) Non-farm laborer
(8) Service worker........................................... policeman, barber,
cook
(9) Other (Please specify:__________________ ______________)

II.

YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT GENERAL PRACTICE

Instructions: Listed below are several statements and questions
related to your thoughts and feelings about General Practice. Please
read each one c a re fu lly and indicate the answer which best describes
your thoughts and feelin g s. Feel free to ad ditionally comment on each
item in your own words.
17.

The number of medical students choosing General Practice as a
career has stead ily declined over the years. Recruitment into
General Practice has not been s u ffic ie n t to replace those leaving
General Practice fo r various reasons. I f this trend towards
declining numbers of General Practitioners continues, how do you
think the level and q u a lity of medical care in the United States
w ill be affected? (Check one answer and then comment in your own
words)
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I f General Practice continues to decline, the level and
quality of medical care in the United States w ill
deteriorate s ig n ific a n tly .
The continued decline of General Practice w ill have no
appreciable e ffe c t upon the level and quality of medical
care in the U. S.
The decline of General Practice and increase in specialization
w ill probably re s u lt in an improved level and q u a lity of
medical care in the United States.
I don't know how a continued decline of General Practice
would a ffe c t medical care in the United States.
COMMENT:..........................................

18.

How much confidence would you say th at the average patient has in
decisions made about his health by a GP as compared with a
specialist?
The average patient has
in a sp e c ia lis t.

more confidence in a GP than he has

The amount of confidence th at the average patient has in the
GP and in the s p e c ia lis t is about the same.
The average p atien t has
he has in a GP.

more confidence in a s p e cialist than

Don't know.
COMMENT:

19.

_____________________________

How much confidence would you say th at most sp e cialist have in GPs
as doctors?
Most s p e cialist have very l i t t l e confidence in GPs as doctors.
Most s p e cialist havesome confidence in GPs as doctors.
Most s p e cialist have a good deal of confidence in GPs as
doctors.
I don't know how much confidencemost s p e cialist have in GPs
as doctors.
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COMMENT:

20.

Please c irc le the number below corresponding to the amount of
prestige you feel GPs have in the eyes of most medical sp e c ia lis ts .
Very l i t t l e prestige

Very much prestige
1

2

3

4

5

COMMENT:

21.

Please c irc le the number below corresponding to the amount of
prestige you feel GPs have in the eyes of most p atien ts.
Very l i t t l e prestige

Very much prestige
1

2

3

4

5

COMMENT:

Satisfaction with General Practice as a Career in Medicine:
In responding to the following questions, please consider the satisfactions
of General Practice as compared with the satisfactions of most specialty
practices. Circle the X under the appropriate column which best describes
your degree of satisfaction in response to each question.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.
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How satisfied are you with
GP considering the expecta
tions you had before entering
the field ?
X

X

X

How satisfied are you with
the amount of time which
must be devoted to the
general practice of medicine?X

X

X X

How satisied are you with the
amount of money you make in
GP?
X

X

X

X

How satisfied are you with
the personal rewards you
get as a GP in dealing with
patients?

X

X

X

X

How sa tisfied are you with
the amount of prestige the
GP enjoys among his colleagues
in the medical profession?
X

X

X X

How satisfied are you with
the opportunities th at GP
provides to develop warm
personal relationships with
patients?

X

X

X

How satisfied are you with
the extent to which being in
GP allows you to be v ir tu a lly
certain that your specific
medical actions w ill lead to
the desired results?
X

X

X X

How satisifed are you with
the extent to which being in
GP allows you to be in a
position to make a c o n tri
bution to medical knowledge? X

X

X X

X

X

S atisfied
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30.

31.

32.

How sa tisfied are you with
the extent to which GP
allows you to re a lly help
people?
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X

X

X

X

X

How s a tisfied are you with
the extent to which being in
GP contributes to your
standing in the community? X

X

X

X

X

How s a tisfied is your fam ily
with your career as a GP?
(Applies to married GPs)
X

X

X X

33.

L is t some features which you lik e best about GP:

34.

L is t some features which you lik e lea st about GP:

X

Please use the space remaining on th is page to comment in your
own words about the satisfactio n s/d issatisfactio n s involved in
General Practice.

III.

YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF FUNCTIONS PERFORMED
BY FAMILY DOCTORS

Instructions; This section contains several statements extracted from
the lite ra tu re on general practice which describes what various people
feel to be the function(s) of the fam ily doctor.
Before responding, please go through the en tire l i s t of statements,
reading each carefu lly.
Next, indicate the numerical order which best describes fo r you the
re la tiv e importance of each function. For example, select the function
of highest importance and mark the number "1" in the space provided.
Then select the next most important function by marking the number "2"
in the space provided; and so on with the remaining statements.
35.

The family doctor provides medical care th at is
accessible and readily avai1ab le........................................

36.

The fam ily doctor is people-oriented and provides
a highly personalized form of medical care....................

37.

The family doctor is especially s k ille d at detecting
the e a rlie s t departures from "normal11 h ealth. . . . . . .T.

38.

The family doctor is especially adept a t elucidating
the more undifferentiated c lin ic a l syndromes.................

39.

The family doctor insures th a t the p atien t's care is
continuous, e ith e r through his own e ffo rts or through
assuming responsibility fo r appropriate consultation
and r e fe r r a l...............................................................................

40.

The family doctor assures th at the medical care the
patient receives from himself and other health
professionals is coordinated. ..................................................

41.

The family doctor evaluates the p atie n t's to tal health
needs, i . e . , insures the comprehensiveness of care
received by the p a tie n t..............................................................

42.

The family doctor is sensitive to the p atien t's fa m ilia l
and environmental s itu a tio n
......................................

43.

The family doctor is oriented towards preventive,
supportive and re h a b ilita tiv e care as well as diagnosis
and treatm ent.
.......................................... ...............................

44.

The family doctor possesses the competence to care fo r
the m ajority of illnesses occurring in a f a m i l y . . . . . . .
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45.

The family doctor is especially sensitive to.the
manner in which illn es s affects the fa m ily .. . ................

46.

The family doctor is s k ille d at Working with
consultants and other health professionals/resources
when he recognizes th a t his own competence lim its
have been reac h e d ...........................................................................

47.

The family doctor generally is able to provide
e ffe ctive medical care at reasonable costs to
the p a tie n t
............ ....... ...................

48.

The family doctor is especially e ffe c tiv e at
educating patients to assume a larger responsibility
fo r th e ir neaYth. ............................ .....................................

---------

In your own words, please comment below about what you feel to
be the definising professional characteristics of a "family
doctor". Do you feel th at there is any real d ifference(s)
between "family medicine" and "general practice"? I f so, please
id e n tify these differences.

REMEMBER THAT PROMPT ANALYSIS AND REPORTING OF THE RESULTS OF THIS
STUDY DEPEND ON YOUR RETURNING THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE BY

APPENDIX I I
SOURCE TABLES
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

TABLE I
AGE

N

I

Under 40

3

4.0

40 — 44

10

13.1

45 -

49

14

18.4

50 — 54

31

40.8

55 -

59

9

11.8

60 -

64

5

6.6

4

5.3

65 or over

76 .

Total

100.0

TABLE I I
YEARS IN PRACTICE

Number of Years

N

£

5 -9

2

2:6

10 - 14

10

13.2

15 - 19

13

17.1

20 - 24

30

39.5

25 - 29

15

19.7

6

7.9

76

100.0

30 or more
Total

93
TABLE I I I
MEDICAL EDUCATION

School

N

i

Louisiana State

38

50.0

Tulane

23

30.0

Other

8

20.0

Total

m

100.0

TABLE IV
TYPE OF PRACTICE

Type o f Practice

N

%

General P ractitioner
with specialty

34

44.8

General P ractitioner
without specialty

40

52.7

2

2.5

76

100.0

Family Doctor
Total

lOd

TABLE V
FEELINGS ABOUT TYPE OF PRACTICE

Response Category

%

N

GP the only TOP th at could
re a lly satisfy me

36

4*7

GP only one of several
satisfying types o f practice

25

33

GP not s a tisfyin g , or
would prefer another TOP

15

20

Total

100.

TABLE VI
FORM OF PRACTICE

Form of Practice

N

°L

58

76

Informal association

8

11

Two-partner group

2

3

Small single-specialty group

1

1

Small m u lti-sp ecialty group

5

6

Other (not specified)

2

3

Individual/"solo"

Total

TOO

101
TABLE V II
FEELINGS ABOUT FORM OF PRACTICE

Response Category

N

£

" ...t h e only form of practice that
could re a lly sa tis fy me"

13

17

"...o n e of several FOP that I could
find equally satisfying"

10

13

"n o t.. .satisfying"

43

57

"would prefer another arrangement"

10

13

Total

76

TOO

TABLE V III
FEELINGS ABOUT LEAVING FORM OF PRACTICE

Response Category
"have

IN

considered (leaving) in past"

30

39

9

12

15

20

"am considering (leaving) at present time"
"may consider (leaving) inthe future"
"plan

to remain in this FOP ' t i l l

%

I retire" 22

T otal--------------------------------------------------------------- n "

29
IW

TABLE IX
HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

No. hours worked

N

°L

Less than 40

5

7

40 — 50 hours

18

23

50 — 60 hours

31

41

Over 60 hours

22

29

Total

76

100

TABLE X
CHANGES IN TYPE OF PRACTICE OVER THE YEARS
Change

N

£

"Have always b e e n ...in GP"
(no change)

44

58

"Practice has become more
specialized"

26

34

"Practice has become more
"generalized"

6

8

76

100

Total

103

TABLE X I «
ACCESS TO HOSPITAL FACILITIES

Type of Hospital A ffilia tio n

N

%

No hospital a f f ilia t io n

6

8

One or more small hospital

15

20

At least one large hospital

32

42

Two or more large hospitals

23

30

Total

76

100

TABLE X III
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS' FATHERS
Grade Completed

N

°L

Eighth grade (grammar)

22

29

Some high school

16

21

High school grad

8

11

Some college

8

11

College grad

12

16

Some post-grad

1

1

Graduate degree

9

11

76

100

Total

10'4>

TABLE X I II
OCCUPATION OF FATHER

Occupational Category

N

Professional

8

n

Manager/Proprietor

10

13

White c o lla r

30

40

Blue Collar

17

22

Farmer

11

14

Total

76

100

£

TABLE XIV
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEM NUMBER 17: " . . . I F THIS TREND TOWARDS
DECLINING NUMBERS OF GPs CONTINUES, HOW DO YOU THINK THE LEVEL AND QUAL
ITY OF MEDICAL CARE IN THE UNITED STATES WILL BE AFFECTED?"

N

£

" I f GP continues to d e c lin e .. .medical care
w ill d eteriorate s ig n ific a n tly "

46

61

"Continued decline of GP w ill have no
appreciable a ffe c t on medical care"

11

14

2

3

"Don't know how decline of GP
would a ffe c t medical care"

17

22

Total

76

100

Response

"Decline of G P ...w ill resu lt i n . . .
improved medical care in the US"

105
TABLE XV
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 18: "HOW MUCH CONFIDENCE WOULD YOU SAY
THE AVERAGE PATIENT HAS IN DECISIONS MADE ABOUT HIS HEALTH BY A GP COM
PARED WITH A SPECIALIST?"

Response

N

°L

"Patient has more confidence in a GP than
. . . i n a specialist','

26

34

"Amount of confidence in GP and sp e cialist
is about the same"

40

52

"Patient has more confidence in sp e cialist
than in a GP"

8

11

"Don't know"

2

3

76

100

Total

TABLE XVI
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 19: "HOW MUCH CONFIDENCE WOULD YOU
SAY THAT MOST SPECIALISTS HAVE IN GPs AS DOCTORS? II
Response

N

°L

"Very l i t t l e "

20

26

"SOME"

12

16

"A good deal"

28

37

"Don't know"

16

21

Total

76

100

106
TABLE XVII
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 20: "HOW MUCH PRESTIGE DO YOU FEEL GPs
HAVE IN THE EYES OF MOST MEDICAL SPECIALISTS?"
Response

N

Very L it t le P re s tig e ..." !"

%

13

17

ii21>

17

22

"3"

27

36

"4»

12

16

Very Much Prestige___ "5"

7

9

76

100

Total

TABLE X V III
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 21:
HAVE IN THE EYES OF MOST PATIENTS?"

"HOW MUCH PRESTIGE DO YOU FEEL GPs

Response

N

1

Very L it t le P re s tig e ... 111 II

2

3

"2 11

2

3

"3"

16

21

35

46

21

27

76

100

114 ii

Very Much Prestige___
Total

"5"

107

TABLE XIX
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEMS 22 THROUGH 32:
WITH VARIOUS ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PRACTICE

LEVELS OF SATISFACTION
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Aspect of Practice
22.

Re: prior expectations

28
(37)

31
(40)

8
(11)

5
(7)

4
(5)

23.

Time devoted

13
(17)

20
(26)

27
(36)

3
(4)

13
(17)

24.

Income

26
(34)

28
(37)

15
(20)

0
(0)

7
(9)

25.

Rewards re: patients

28
(37)

35
(46)

8
(ID

4
(5)

1
(1)

26.

Prestige re:col leagues

13
(17)

22
(29)

21
(28)

3
(4)

17
(22)

27.

Warm patient relations

44
(57)

27
(36)

5
(7)

0
(0)

0
(0)

28.

Decision certain ty

20
(26)

35
(46)

17
(22)

2
(3)

2
(3)

29.

Knowledge contribution

8
(9)

14
(19)

16
(22)

15
(20)

23
(30)

30.

Really help people

34
(45)

28
(37)

10
(12)

2
(3)

2
(3)

31.

Community standing

27
(36)

29
(38)

12
(16)

3
(3)

5
(7)

32.

GP1s family

19
(25)

24
(32)

21
(28)

9
(12)

3
(3)

Note:

N = 76 fo r each item;

'

percentages in parentheses

108
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